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wage rigidity. We augment a workhorse monetary DSGE model by allowing for endogenous
changes in the composition of workers and also by explicitly allowing for a difference between
allocative wages and remitted wages. Using both individual-level and aggregate data, we study
and extend the available evidence on the cyclicality of wages and we pay particular attention to
the response of wages to identified monetary policy shocks. Our analysis suggests several broad
conclusions: (i) in the data, composition bias plays a modest but noticeable role in cyclical
compensation patterns; (ii) empirically, both the wages for newly hired workers and the "user
cost of labor" respond strongly to identified monetary policy innovations; (iii) a model with
implicit contracts between workers and firms and a flexible allocative wage replicates these
patterns well. We conclude that price rigidity likely plays a substantially more important role than
wage rigidity in governing economic fluctuations.
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Introduction

Since at least Hume (1742), sluggish adjustment of wages and prices has been thought to
be central for understanding the monetary transmission mechanism. This is certainly true
in modern New Keynesian models, of either the textbook variety or in medium-scale models that attempt to match economic data.1 Loosely speaking, models with nominal rigidities reproduce many of the patterns featured in partial-equilibrium settings, and can make
demand-determined output fluctuations consistent with both basic business cycle facts and
observed reactions to changes in monetary policy. Beyond monetary non-neutrality, it is now
understood that models with nominal rigidities also behave diﬀerently in response to real
shocks. For example, models with nominal rigidities can create business-cycle comovements
in response to intertemporal shocks (such as news about future technology, uncertainty, or financial frictions that change expected capital returns), even when flexible-price models would
not display such comovements.2
It is thus important to understand the extent and importance of nominal price and wage
rigidities. While we discuss both wage and price rigidities in this survey, we focus mostly
on wage rigidity, for several reasons. First, Christiano, Eichenbaum and Evans (2005; CEE
henceforth) and many successors have found that wage rigidity is quantitatively more important than price rigidity for explaining the eﬀects of monetary shocks and for explaining
cyclical fluctuations more generally. Second, attempts to decompose the cyclical behavior of
the “labor wedge”–the gap between the marginal product of labor and the marginal rate of
substitution between consumption and leisure–typically find that sluggish wage adjustment
accounts for a large fraction of the observed cyclical behavior of the total wedge. That is, the
wage markup appears more cyclical than the price markup.3 Third, there is broad agreement
among researchers on the basic empirical facts regarding price rigidity, but there is no such
consensus regarding the nature of wage rigidity. Following the initial work of Bils and Klenow
(2004), a large number of recent papers have investigated the frequency and magnitude of
price changes and the pass-through from costs to prices. By contrast, there are fewer studies
of wage rigidity, and the ones that exist often do not relate their results to macroeconomic
models. Part of the reason for the greater uncertainty regarding wage behavior is that wages
1

For a classic textbook treatment, see Woodford (2003). The canonical medium-scale models are due to
Christiano, Eichenbaum and Evans (2005) and Smets and Wouters (2007).
2
See, for example, Basu and Bundick (2017). The basic issues were pointed out by Barro and King (1984).
3
See, for example, Galí, Gertler and López-Salido (2007). However, their conclusion depends sensitively
on the wage measure used. See, for example, Bils, Klenow and Malin (2014).
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are harder to measure, and it is diﬃcult to know whether observed wages are allocative.
While there is a tendency to discuss price and wage rigidity as independent phenomena,
this is incorrect at the macroeconomic level. In some cases, one might be able to take the microeconomic rates of wage and price rigidity–for example, exogenous Poisson hazard rates for
adjusting wages or prices–as independent parameters. But as macroeconomic models make
clear, the inertia of the aggregate price level–the extent of macroeconomic price rigidity–
depends heavily on the rigidity of wages. Since most models assume that target prices are
set as a constant markup on nominal marginal costs, the inertia of the price level depends
on sluggish adjustment of marginal cost. Wages are the largest component of the marginal
cost of producing real value added, and thus wage stickiness naturally reinforces price stickiness. Indeed, in most medium-scale models, wage stickiness is essential for obtaining price
level inertia and thus, for example, persistent real eﬀects of nominal shocks. Similarly, wage
setting, for example by monopoly unions, will also be influenced by expectations of future
price inflation. In another chapter in this Handbook, Taylor (2016) discusses microeconomic
evidence on staggered wage and price setting and its implications for macroeconomic models.
Our main purpose in this survey is to discuss several definitions and measures of wage
stickiness and cyclical wage adjustment and then ask what they imply for wage and price
rigidity in a prototypical medium-scale macroeconomic model. Although this survey concentrates on wage measurement, we believe that it is diﬃcult to assess the implications of data
without reference to theory. Thus, we construct a medium-scale DSGE model based on CEE,
but with more extensive modeling of diﬀerent concepts of wages. The model distinguishes
between four concepts that we discuss below: average earnings, average earnings adjusted for
labor force composition, wages of new hires, and the user cost of labor. These distinct wage
concepts behave in diﬀerent ways in response to the monetary shock we study, so we can use
the model to predict the behavior of these diﬀerent concepts of wages to a monetary policy
shock, which is our measure of an archetypal nominal aggregate shock.
Our use of a model to motivate the measurement has the eﬀect of focusing attention on
the wage and price statistics that we believe are most relevant for macroeconomics. These
are the responses of prices and wages to identified aggregate shocks–that is, conditional
correlations–rather than average business-cycle correlations or the average frequency of wage
or price change. When there are both idiosyncratic and aggregate shocks, micro wages and
prices may change frequently for reasons unrelated to aggregate fluctuations, but they may
change only slowly in response to aggregate shocks. To concentrate attention on the statistics
3

that matter most for macroeconomics, we focus on the responses of nominal wages and prices
to a monetary shock, which is the standard example of a nominal aggregate shock. Our
focus on monetary shocks does not reflect a judgment that these shocks cause a significant
fraction of business-cycle fluctuations. On the contrary, most of the available evidence suggests
that monetary shocks account for a relatively small fraction of output volatility. But because
they are identified using a consensus set of restrictions, and because these shocks would be
neutral absent some nominal rigidities, they provide a valuable opportunity for assessing the
performance of macroeconomic models.
To preview our findings, we argue that recent research provides suggestive evidence that
the conceptually correct measure of the allocative wage is strongly procyclical. This finding
contrasts sharply with typical estimates in the macro literature, which often claim that the
real wage is roughly acyclical. We then discuss the implications of the new facts about wages
for models with nominal rigidities, and find that these models struggle to explain the empirical
facts regarding the eﬀects of monetary policy shocks. We show that standard DSGE models
can be augmented with realistic features to reproduce many of the wage patterns found in
the recent literature but that these features typically pose serious problems for the ability of
DSGE models of the monetary business cycle to match estimated reactions of other variables
to monetary shocks. We argue that additional evidence on measured adjustment for allocative
wages and on propagation mechanisms for monetary models is needed to reconcile the micro
data with our understanding of the monetary transmission mechanism. The search for this
evidence should be a high priority for future research.
This survey is structured as follows. After an initial overview of diﬀerent concepts of “the
wage” and a survey of the relevant literature, we take the workhorse model of CEE and extend
it along several dimensions. The model enables us to define several diﬀerent concepts of wages
in a precise manner, and to derive predictions for their behavior in response to a monetary
policy shock. Importantly, the model produces output corresponding to each wage concept,
even though only one is perceived by workers and firms as the allocative wage. Thus, we are
able to use the model to predict the behavior of both allocative and non-allocative wages in
response to a monetary shock. We then relate the model implications to existing micro data
studies on wages and prices, and indicate points where further evidence is needed.
With the concepts from the model in mind, we discuss evidence on wage cyclicality, drawing mostly on research using U.S. micro data. We focus on three issues that are crucial for
interpreting the data but are generally not incorporated into macroeconomic models: com4

position bias in aggregate wage measures, the distinction between wages of new hires and
wages of workers in continuing employment, and the distinction between spot wages and the
expected time path of wages. In order to draw our statistics from a common source and ensure
that they are comparable to one another, we construct the composition-corrected wages, the
wages of new hires and the user cost of labor using micro data from the National Longitudinal
Survey of Youth 1979 (henceforth NLSY). We then show how the diﬀerent measures of real
wages respond to a monetary policy shock. Our main conclusion is that real wages, correctly
defined and measured, are quite procyclical, in contrast to average hourly earnings, which are
basically acyclical.
We conclude by confronting the model we have developed with the empirical evidence based
on micro data. We find that the allocative wage needs to be quite flexible in order to match
the behavior of the real wage we estimate from the micro data. However, in order to match the
behavior of average hourly earnings, it is useful to combine the flexible allocative wage with a
remitted (observed) wage that changes only infrequently, also in line with evidence from micro
data. A model with sticky prices, flexible wages, and implicit labor contracts comes closest
to matching the impulse responses of key variables to a monetary policy shock.

However,

a standard medium-scale DSGE model with flexible wages struggles to match the estimated
high persistence of the output response to a monetary shock. Many recent models have used
wage stickiness, justified in a variety of ways, as an important propagation mechanism for
shocks.

With the micro data indicating that wage flexibility is a better assumption than

wage stickiness, macroeconomists need to search for new propagation mechanisms in order to
match the observed persistence of output fluctuations, especially to monetary shocks.

2

Defining “the wage”

Macroeconomic models are typically populated by a large number of identical worker-consumers,
who supply labor along the intensive margin in a spot market. In this setting, it is easy to
define the wage: it is the current payment at time t for an extra unit of labor supplied in
the same period.

If the world were as simple as the model, “the wage” would be easy to

measure. Unfortunately, nearly all of the assumptions about the labor market noted above
are violated in important ways in the data, making the eﬀort to measure wage behavior far
more complicated.
First, workers are not homogeneous. This obvious fact would not necessarily create a
5

problem for measuring wage cyclicality if the hours of workers of diﬀerent types increased and
decreased in synchronized fashion. Then one could define a representative worker as a worker
with human capital equal to the weighted average of the human capital of all workers in the
population, and show that the average wage we observe in the data is also the wage commanded
by the representative worker’s fixed bundle of human capital characteristics. Unfortunately,
the composition of the labor force changes over the cycle. Stockman (1983) conjectured and
Solon, Barsky and Parker (1994) confirmed that the hours of low-paid workers are more cyclical
than average. Hence, low-paid workers account for a larger share of labor payments in booms
than in recessions. Thus, the cyclical behavior of the aggregate (average) real wage is not the
cyclicality of the wage paid to a representative worker with fixed human capital characteristics,
which is the implicit or explicit concept in almost all business-cycle models. As we shall see,
correcting for this composition bias shows that the wage paid to a representative worker with
fixed characteristics is considerably more procyclical than the average wage in the data. This
is also the conclusion of an important early paper by Bils (1985).
Second, since most workers are in long-term relationships with their employers, the labor
market is not a spot market. Thus, their spot wages are not necessarily what the firm perceives
as the marginal cost of labor, which is the key concept for most macroeconomic purposes.
Barro (1977) used the idea of an implicit contract to criticize the “right to hire” model of
wage stickiness, where workers propose a fixed, possibly nominal, wage, and firms choose
employment (or hours) along their labor demand curves. He showed that other contracts
would increase the payoﬀ to both parties in the bargain, and suggested that an eﬃcient
contract would equate workers’ marginal rates of subsitution between consumption and leisure
to firms’ marginal products of labor in every period, with the total compensation for labor
paid out to workers in “installment payments” over the lifetime of the worker-firm association.
This reasoning follows the classic work of Becker (1962), who showed in a neoclassical setting
that only the present discounted value of the wages paid by firms to workers over the length
their association is allocative for employment. Holding the present value of wage payments
constant, the time path of remitted wages can have any shape without aﬀecting real outcomes.
Thus, one needs to know how the annuity value of the expected present value of wages,
which one might conceptually regard as the “permanent wage,” changes in response to changing economic conditions. By analogy to the permanent income hypothesis, the behavior of the
permanent wage, not the current wage, is what matters to an optimizing worker or firm. Much
of the search literature implicitly ties the behavior of the permanent wage to that of the wage
6

for new hires, but to the extent the two diﬀer, the permanent wage matters more. If workers
and firms are in long-term associations and the permanent wage is the correct measure of the
cost of labor input, then it is possible for the observed average wage to appear insensitive to
cyclical fluctuations (“sticky”) even if the correct allocative wage is flexible. This conclusion
was anticipated by Barro (1977, p. 316), who wrote, “In fact, the principal contribution of
the contracting approach to short-run macro-analysis may turn out to be its implication that
some frequently discussed aspects of labor markets are a facade with respect to employment
fluctuations. In this category one can list sticky wages ... .”

3

Background and related literature

We survey the history of research on wage cyclicality, with an eye to distilling and interpreting
the evidence on the cyclicality of the marginal cost of an eﬃciency unit of labor to the average
firm. Given the central importance of this subject for macroeconomics and the vast number
of papers written about it over several decades, we can only touch on the key ideas that are
most closely related to our investigation of the topic. Fortunately, a number of fine surveys
of wage cyclicality have been written over the years, and we refer the reader to those for more
in-depth discussions of particular issues.4
Our survey ranges over estimates of both nominal wage rigidity and real wage cyclicality.
Both are important for assessing modern “medium-scale” macroeconomic models, and especially the ability of these models to reproduce the real eﬀects of monetary policy shocks as
observed in the data.5 Ultimately what matters is the behavior of the “shadow” real wage
facing firms. The shadow wage is the marginal cost of a unit of labor to the firm, which may
or may not be what economists can readily observe in the data. To the extent that the shadow
real wage is insensitive to changes in labor demand, it may be due to either real features of
the economy (e.g., elastic labor supply) or to wage rigidity (even if notional labor supply is
inelastic), or both. From the standpoint of a firm, both rationales can explain why total hours
fluctuate nearly as much as GDP over the business cycle.6 However, one generally needs nom4

For example, see Abraham and Haltiwanger (1995).
The “narrative” approach to documenting monetary non-neutrality is exemplified by Friedman and
Schwartz (1963) and is developed further by Romer and Romer (1989). The modern VAR literature on
estimating the eﬀects of monetary policy shocks originates with Bernanke and Blinder (1992). See Christiano,
Eichenbaum and Evans (1999) for a survey of the VAR approach. For an alternative to both the narrative
and VAR approaches to identification, see Romer and Romer (2004).
6
For a discussion of the basic statistical regularities of business cycles, see the survey by Stock and Watson
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inal rigidity somewhere in the model to explain why a nominal shock has real eﬀects. But even
if nominal wages can adjust freely, acyclical real wages combined with nominal price rigidity
can explain why monetary shocks are generally estimated to have sizable and persistent eﬀects
on output but little eﬀect on nominal wages.7
In keeping with our focus on the cost of labor to a firm, we ignore a number of related and
important topics on the behavior of wages. In particular, we do not survey the literature on
the reasons for wage rigidity, such as eﬃciency-wage models or insider-outsider models. We
also touch only briefly on search models of the labor market, although there is an important
literature combining search models with New Keynesian macroeconomics.8

3.1

Wage rigidity in historical data

In the General Theory, Keynes (1936) made nominal wage rigidity the centerpiece of his theory
of aggregate supply. His framework predicted that procyclical changes in prices, combined with
money wage inertia, would result in countercyclical real wages. Since money wages and prices
should move in the same direction, the General Theory predicted that nominal and real wage
changes should be negatively correlated. This prediction was tested but not confirmed by
Dunlop (1938) and Tarshis (1939), who took their findings as prima facie evidence against
the hypothesis of nominal wage rigidity.9
On the other hand, a variety of papers have examined the historical data and find clear
evidence of nominal wage rigidity in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. In a classic paper,
Eichengreen and Sachs (1985) used cross-sectional data for 10 countries to show that over the
Great Depression period there was a negative relationship between output and real wages.
They also show that countries which remained on the gold standard had low output and high
real wages, while countries that left gold early experienced high output and low real wages.
Bernanke and Carey (1996) extended the Eichengreen-Sachs sample to 22 countries, examined
dynamics by using panel data, and performed a number of other econometric and economic
robustness tests, all of which supported the basic hypothesis of nominal wage rigidity. As
Bernanke and Carey emphasized, they were studying the consequences of a purely nominal
(1999). For an interpretation in a neoclassical model, see King and Rebelo (1999).
7
For a development of this argument, see Ball and Romer (1990), Kimball (1995), and Woodford (2003,
chapter 3).
8
See Walsh (2003), Ravenna and Walsh (2008) and Gertler and Trigari (2009).
9
Pencavel (2015) discusses the early Keynesian literature on wages. Galí (2013) relates the controversies
of the 1930s to modern New Keynesian analysis.
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shock — the transition from the Gold Standard to a fiat money regime — which took place at
diﬀerent times in diﬀerent countries. The fact that, when countries left the Gold Standard,
real wages systematically fell while output rose suggests, first, that purely monetary shocks
can have significant real eﬀects, and second, that expansions in nominal aggregate demand
raise output by lowering real wages, giving firms an incentive to employ more labor.
Evidence suggests, however, that nominal wage rigidity is not a universal feature of labor
markets. Hanes (1993) argues that wages became inflexible around the time of widespread
large-scale industrial production and espisodes of labor unrest, which he dates to 1890. Hanes
argues that nominal wages appear to stay rigid at least through World War I, although there is
some weak evidence that they become somewhat more flexible starting in the 1970s. Basu and
Taylor (1999) use both time-series and cross-country data to investigate wage cyclicality. They
concentrate on real wages, and interpret their results in light of the prediction of countercyclical
real wages in the General Theory. They find that there is no definite sign of the relation of
real wage movements to the business cycle. For their sample of 13 countries, real wages were
slightly procyclical in the period before World War I and somewhat countercyclical in the
interwar period, before becoming decidedly more procyclical after World War II. Thus, their
evidence supports the idea that real wages have become more procyclical over time.
Hanes (1996) and Huang, Liu and Phaneuf (2004) seek to explain the changing cyclicality
of real wages over a long historical period of more than 100 years. Both papers propose an
explanation that relies on prices becoming more sticky over time–due to a larger number
of stages of processing for goods in Hanes’s case, and due to a larger output elasticity of
intermediate inputs in the work of Huang et al. (Both papers also include mechanisms that
deliver countercyclical price markups, which are important for the result.) Thus, in these
works the change in real wage cyclicality over time emerges from changes that take place in
the product market rather than the labor market. Whether or not this hypothesis is ultimately
adjudged to be plausible, it is a sobering reminder that general-equilibrium eﬀects complicate
the interpretation of simple business-cycle correlations, especially in a macroeconomic setting.

3.2

Wage rigidity in modern data

In a benchmark survey of business-cycle facts, Stock and Watson (1999) find an almost zero
correlation between detrended real average hourly earnings and detrended GDP in postwar
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U.S. data.10 This and similar findings (for example, that labor productivity is also approximately acyclical in U.S. data), has led modelers to emphasize preferences or institutions
leading to eﬀective labor supply functions that are nearly infinitely elastic with respect to
the wage.11 Of course, a setting in which both nominal wages and prices are slow to adjust
can also produce a real wage that is approximately acyclical regardless of preferences; this is
the path taken by Christiano, Eichenbaum and Evans (2005) and Smets and Wouters (2007),
among others.
A near-zero average correlation between output and real wages of course admits another
interpretation. It might be the case that real wages fall in response to some shocks (perhaps
expansionary monetary shocks) and rise with others (perhaps positive technology shocks).
If the two types of shocks are roughly equally important in the data, then on average the
real wage may be acyclical. Of course, this small average correlation could hide important
conditional correlations that might be far from zero. The “multiple shocks” hypothesis could
also explain the instability of the correlation between output and real wages in the historical
data discussed above. The change in the correlation between the cyclical component of wages
and the cyclical component of output might just reflect the changing contributions of the two
types of shocks over diﬀerent sub-periods.12
Sumner and Silver (1989) present evidence in favor of this hypothesis. They classify periods
dominated by “demand shocks” as those in which output and the price level move in the same
direction, while periods where the two variables move in opposite directions are classified as
being dominated by “supply shocks.” They find that wages move countercylically in response
to demand shocks but procyclically in response to supply shocks, a finding that is consistent
with an augmented version of the “Old Keynesian” model.13
Huang et al. (2004) argue against the “multiple shocks” interpretation of the changing
correlation between output and real wages over the business cycle. Their main argument
is that the observed change in cyclicality applies to conditional correlations and not just
10

Stock and Watson detrend both series using the band-pass filter, set to isolate fluctuations lasting between
6 and 32 quarters.
11
For models in which the wage is insensitive to output fluctuations, see Hansen (1985), Rogerson (1988),
Greenwood, Hercowitz and Huﬀman (1988) and, in non-neoclassical settings, Solow (1979) and Hall (2005).
12
Geary and Kennan (1982) present evidence from the manufacturing sectors of 12 OECD countries suggesting that wage cyclicality changes significantly depending on the time period studied. They also find that the
choice of deflator (a consumer price or a product price index) can make a noticeable diﬀerence. Presumably a
product price index is more appropriate for testing the hypothesis that employment and wages move along a
stable labor demand curve.
13
Fleischman (1999) comes to similar conclusions using a structural VAR with long-run restrictions to
identify various categories of shocks.
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simple correlations. For example, they cite the evidence of Eichengreen and Sachs (1985) and
Bernanke and Carey (1996) discussed above to establish that real wages decline in response
to expansionary monetary shocks during the interwar period, but then refer to evidence from
structural VARs run on post-war data to show that real wages rise modestly in response
to expansionary monetary shocks in the recent period. The empirical results in CEE, for
example, show the real wage rising slightly several quarters after a monetary expansion and
then declining slightly after 10 quarters, although at no horizon is the real wage response
statistically significant in either direction. In their data, one can reject the hypothesis that
real wages fall significantly in response to an expansionary monetary policy shock.

3.3

“The wage” in aggregate and micro data

Most papers in the historical and macro literatures examining the behavior of wages use
aggregate wage data.14 Unfortunately, aggregate data are subject to a composition bias that
makes aggregate (average) wage rates less procyclical than the wages of individual workers.
Stockman (1983) conjectured that low-productivity (and hence low-wage) workers would have
the most cyclical employment–they would be the most likely to be fired in recessions, but also
the most likely to be hired in booms. If true, then the aggregate wage (either approximately
or exactly the labor-income-weighted average of the individual wage rates) would be less
procyclical than the wages of individual workers, since low-wage workers would earn a larger
share of labor income in booms.
Bils (1985) used individual panel data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Young
Men covering the period 1966-1980, and found that wages in micro data appear extremely
procyclical: a one percentage point decline in the unemployment rate is associated with a rise
in real wages of 1.5-2 percent. While Bils finds a countercyclical composition bias in aggregate
wage measures, consistent with Stockman’s conjecture, he argues that this bias does not
contribute significantly to his finding of a procyclical wage, since aggregate wage data also
show a very procyclical real wage over this sample period. Other than the sample period, Bils
attributes his finding of a procyclical wage to his inclusion of overtime earnings into his wage
measure.
14

Ironically, the historical literature is more likely to use disaggregated data, even though high-quality data
are scarce for earlier periods. For example, Hanes (1993) and Hanes and James (2003) use fixed-weight indexes
of wages in narrowly-defined occupations, a wage concept akin to the Employment Cost Index (ECI) produced
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Solon, Barsky and Parker (1994) also investigate Stockman’s hypothesis of composition
bias in aggregate wage data using longitudinal microdata, in their case from the Panel Study
of Income Dynamics (PSID) for the years 1967-87. Unlike Bils, they find that composition
bias played a substantial part in reducing the apparent cyclicality of the aggregate real wage
over their sample period.15 Controlling for composition bias, they find that wages are about
twice as procyclical as they appear in aggregate data. Solon, Barsky and Parker interpret
their finding as consistent with movements of wages and employment along a stable aggregate
labor supply curve with a labor supply elasticity between 1.0 and 1.4. They suggest that their
finding is more consistent with models that predict procyclical real wages than is the usual
stylized “fact” of acyclical wages, and note that both neoclassical and New Keynesian theories
of the business business cycle tend to predict that wages should be quite procyclical.
It may appear that the finding of strongly procyclical real wages is at odds with the finding,
discussed above, that U.S. labor productivity is roughly acyclical. In fact, there is no inconsistency. Once one admits that labor is heterogeneous, labor productivity needs to be measured
in terms of output per eﬃciency unit of labor rather than output per raw labor hour. Since
the lower-wage workers added in a boom contribute less in eﬃciency units of labor than their
contribution of work hours would suggest, labor productivity correctly measured is also more
procyclical than it appears in aggregate data. In fact, when it comes to measuring unit labor
cost (the hourly wage divided by output per hour worked), the composition corrections for
wages and labor productivity exactly oﬀset. Thus, in the Cobb-Douglas case, the unadjusted
unit labor cost measures used in the literature as a straightforward measure of the markup of
price over marginal cost are not biased by cyclical changes in composition.16
Using data from the CPS, Daly and Hobijn (2016) come to similar conclusions regarding the “intensive” and “extensive” margins of wages. Along the intensive margin–wage
changes of continuously employed individuals–wages are clearly procyclical. The extensive
margin consists of cyclical changes in employment, which are concentrated among workers
with lower-than-average earnings. The extensive margin makes the aggregate wage appear
countercyclical. The two eﬀects combine to make the aggregate real wage appear acyclical on
average, although Daly and Hobijn note that the relative strength of the two margins varies
15

Solon, Barsky and Parker (1994) argue that the estimates in Bils (1985) apply to composition bias within
narrowly defined categories of workers but do not fully reflect compositional changes across groups, and thus
understate the aggregate eﬀects of compositional changes.
16
For measures of unit labor costs interpreted as the markup, see Rotemberg and Woodford (1991, 1999),
Galí and Gertler (1999), Sbordone (2002) and Nekarda and Ramey (2013).
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over time, and so does the cyclicality of the aggregate wage.
Elsby, Shin and Solon (2016) revisit the issues of wage cyclicality and composition bias,
focusing on the experience of the U.S. and the U.K. during the Great Recession of the 2000s.
They use longitudinal microdata for both countries, but note that in many respects the U.K.
data are preferable, first because of the larger sample size, and second because the data on
earnings and work hours come from the payroll data of employers, which are generally thought
to be significantly more accurate than workers’ recollections.
Elsby et al. report somewhat nuanced findings. They confirm the earlier microdatabased result for the U.S., that men’s real wages are significantly procyclical, but find that
their wages were less cyclical in the Great Recession than the experience of previous large
recessions would suggest. Women’s real wages, which had been rising sharply in the period
since 1979, stagnated during the Great Recession. However, Elsby et al. find some hints that
women’s wage growth was declining prior to the last recession, and thus conclude that it is too
early to tell whether the lack of wage growth in the most recent recession is due to women’s
wages being highly procyclical or whether it is due to a shift to a new trend of slow wage
growth. In one respect, the findings for the U.K. for both men and women are similar to
those of the U.S. men: real wages fell significantly in the Great Recession. But the variation
in wage cyclicality across recessions is more or less the opposite in the two countries: wages
in the U.K. were much more procyclical in the Great Recession than in previous recessions,
while the opposite was true in the U.S., at least for men. Another major diﬀerence is that
composition bias appears to matter much less for measuring wage cyclicality in the U.K. than
it does in the U.S. These diﬀerences are important to bear in mind when drawing lessons from
the empirical results we report in this chapter, which are based exclusively on U.S. data.

3.4

Downward nominal wage rigidity

A long strand of Keynesian analysis is based on the hypothesis that wages are more rigid
downward than upward. For example, Tobin’s (1972) Presidential Address suggested that
workers care about relative wages, implying that they would tend to resist asynchronized
wage cuts but might tolerate a neutral mechanism like inflation that cuts all real wages
proportionally. This hypothesis of an asymmetry between wage increases and decreases has
been the focus of a substantial literature in labor economics. One of the first researchers to
address this question using micro data is McLaughlin (1994), who failed to find much evidence
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of asymmetry. Later work by Card and Hyslop (1997), Kahn (1997), and Lebow, Saks and
Wilson (1999) found evidence of downward nominal wage rigidity (DNWR), including a large
spike in the observed wage change distribution at zero (unchanged nominal wages), and a
smaller number of small wage declines than small wage increases. Gottschalk (2005) performed
an analysis of micro data on wage changes using an econometric procedure to correct for
measurement error in self-reported wages, and found substantial downward nominal rigidity.
The more recent papers thus suggest significant downward rigidity of nominal wages and,
given the low-inflation environment that has prevailed since the mid-1990s, of real wages as
well.
Hanes and James (2003) examine historical data on individual wage changes in another
low-inflation period, the years 1841-1891. Applying the tests for asymmetry in wage changes
developed in the literature analyzing modern wage data, they find no evidence of DNWR. They
interpret their results as suggesting that an aversion to nominal wage cuts is not a fundamental
feature of worker preferences. They note, however, that their results do not contradict the
hypothesis that institutions may have changed in such a way as to make DNWR desirable in
the modern era, perhaps as a boost to worker morale and hence productivity, as suggested
by Bewley (1999). Another cautionary note in interpreting the consequences of DNWR comes
from Elsby (2009). Elsby begins by assuming that an aversion to nominal wage cuts is indeed a
feature of workers’ preferences, but then shows that preferences of this unusual form often have
only a small eﬀect on equilibrium outcomes. The reason is that dynamically optimizing firms,
when confronted with a workforce that exhibits DNWR preferences, will delay nominal wage
increases, thus keeping a cushion that allows real wages to rise without causing substantial
employment declines if the constraint on nominal wage declines comes into play. Elsby’s model
suggests that it is possible to find substantial evidence of DNWR in micro data while observing
few macro consequences of such asymmetric behavior. (Indeed, the evidence supporting the
macroeconomic implications of DNWR does not seem to be overwhelming: see, for example,
Akerlof, Dickens and Perry (1996).)
A number of observers have suggested that DNWR is a good explanation for the recent
observation that inflation has been slow to decline during protracted and severe recessions (for
example, in Japan starting in the 1990s and the Great Recession in the U.S. and other countries
in the 2000s). To our knowledge, no formal evidence of this connection has been oﬀered.
However, Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2013) suggest that if DNWR exists, then there is a strong
case for higher inflation in the Eurozone to lower real wages and stimulate employment.
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3.5

Wage change frequency in micro data

Canonical New Keynesian models, such as CEE and Smets and Wouters (2007), follow Blanchard and Kiyotaki (1987) in assuming that wages for each type of worker are set by a
monopoly union. Like the monopolists in the product market, the monopoly unions are subject to the Calvo friction when changing nominal wages. Thus, just as the frequency of price
adjustment is important for quantifying the significance of nominal price rigidities, the frequency of wage changes in micro data is important for assessing the plausible degree of inertia
in nominal wage rates. However, unlike the large literature on the rigidity of micro-level prices,
there are few studies of the frequency of change of individual wages.
Barattieri, Basu and Gottschalk (2014) provide one such study using micro data from the
U.S. Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP). One advantage of the SIPP is that
participants are surveyed three times a year, unlike participants in the PSID, who are surveyed
annually. SIPP data are thus more suitable for high-frequency analysis of individual wages.17
Because all large surveys of U.S. micro data on individual wages use self-reported wages, a
substantial fraction of the paper of Barattieri et al. (2014) is devoted to proposing a method
to correct for measurement error in such a way that one can recover a consistent estimate
of the frequency of individual wage adjustment. Such studies can be carried out more easily
in countries where one can obtain access to administrative data, which presumably have less
measurement error. Individual wage change probabilities have been analyzed for France by
Le Bihan, Mortornès and Heckel (2012), for Luxembourg by Lünnemann and Wintr (2009),
and for Iceland by Sigurdsson and Sigurdardottir (2011). (Researchers can access confidential
administrative data sets for the U.S. as well, but these generally provide information on total
earnings rather than hourly wage rates, which were the focus of Barattieri et al.)
As we shall see in the model of the next section, the frequency of changes in the observed
wage at the individual level is an important parameter for calibrating implicit-contracting
models of the labor market. (This is true even if, as in the model we present below, the
observed wage need not be the allocative wage.) The estimate reported by Barattieri et al.
is not directly applicable to the full U.S. labor market, since these authors restricted their
sample to hourly paid workers. Here, we present new estimates for the frequency of wage
17

Other well-known sources of micro wage data, the Current Population Survey (CPS) and the Employment
Cost Index (ECI), do not provide suﬃciently long time-series data on the wages of individual workers to be
useful for this purpose.
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changes for salaried workers using the methodology of Barattieri et al.18 The results are in
Table 1.
The results for hourly paid workers, the first column, reproduce the first three lines of
results for the “Overall” sample in Barattieri et al. (2014, Table 6). The new results for
salaried workers are in the second column. Earnings per hour change even more frequently for
salaried workers in the raw, self-reported data than they do for hourly paid workers. Nearly
three-quarters of hourly earnings for salaried workers change each quarter. However, applying
the iterative procedure of Gottschalk (2005) to correct for measurement error in wages reduces
the estimate of the quarterly probability of actual wage changes for salaried workers to 6.1
percent. Unfortunately, this is not a consistent estimate of the desired probability due to the
presence of Type I and Type II errors. Using the adjustment for the signal-to-noise ratio based
on the work of Gottschalk and Huynh (2010), as presented in Barattieri et al. (2014), the final
estimate of the quarterly probability of a change in earnings per hour of salaried workers is
20.9 percent. This figure is remarkably close to the probability of 21.1 percent for hourly paid
workers in Table 1. In our model calibrations below, we generally set the quarterly frequency
of an observed change in the remitted wage to 21 percent.

3.6

Implicit contracts, adjustment costs and real wage cyclicality

In a classic paper, Becker (1962) showed in a neoclassical setting that only the present discounted value of the wages paid by firms to workers over the length their association is
allocative for employment. Holding the present value of wage payments constant, the time
path of remitted (observed) wages could have any shape without aﬀecting real outcomes. For
example, firms and workers might agree to an implicit contract in which remitted wage payments are smoothed relative to changes in the allocative present value of wages, but the fact
that the observed wage is smooth would not aﬀect real outcomes.

Barro (1977) used the

idea of an implicit contract to criticize the “right to hire” model of wage stickiness, where
workers propose a fixed wage, and firms choose employment (or hours) along their labor demand curves. He showed that other contracts would increase the payoﬀ to both parties in
the bargain, and suggested that an eﬃcient contract would equate workers’ marginal rates
of subsitution between consumption and leisure to firms’ marginal products of labor in every
period, with the total compensation for labor paid out to workers in “installment payments”
18

We are greatly indebted to Alessandro Barattieri for these estimates.
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over the lifetime of the worker-firm association.
Models where workers and firms have an implicit contract over the present value of wages
clearly require some assumptions about the ability of the parties to commit. In some models,
such as the one we present later, one simply assumes that commitment is feasible.

An

alternative is to assume adjustment costs to dissolving the match for one or both parties.
Absent such costs, the party that is “ahead” in the installment payments would dissolve the
match. The most popular current model of labor adjustment costs is based on search. Hall
(2005) addressed Barro’s (1977) critique of allocative wage stickiness by showing that the
allocative wage could be history-dependent and hence sticky within the Diamond-MortensenPissarides model of search in the labor market, as long as the preset wage remains within the
Nash bargaining set generated by that model. (This argument addressed the critique of the
DMP model due to Shimer (2005), who identified the sharp procyclicality of the wage as the
central reason why this canonical model fails to match the volatility of the unemployment
and vacancy rates.) Hall and Milgrom (2008) showed that some wage stickiness could emerge
from alternative-oﬀer bargaining. Pissarides (2009) and Gertler and Trigari (2009) showed
that in the search setting, the key allocative wage is that of new hires. Haefke, Sonntag and
van Rens (2013) examine data from the Current Population Survey and conclude that the
wages of newly hired workers are in fact much more procyclical than average hourly earnings
of all employeed workers.
Relative to the literature on composition bias, the main contribution of the search-based
papers is to concentrate attention on a subset of wages, namely the wages of new hires. Thus,
for example, Gertler and Trigari (2009) argue that the key statistic is whether new hires
receive the same wages as workers currently employed by the firm they are joining, or whether
they can be hired at diﬀerent wages that better reflect current economic conditions.
Assuming that newly-hired workers expect to stay with their current employer for a significant length of time, it is intuitive that their expected labor compensation consists of the
expected present value of the wages they will receive over the length of the association. In
this case, what matters is actually not even the cyclicality of the spot wage of new hires per
se, but the cyclicality of the expected present value of wage payments to new hires.
In an important recent paper, Kudlyak (2014) uses such a framework to observe that one
way to measure the opportunity cost of hiring a worker this period is, apart from discounting,
the cost of hiring the same worker in the next period. If the labor market is a spot market,
then this diﬀerence is just the current-period wage. But if there are implicit contracts, the
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diﬀerence of present values can diﬀer significantly from the wage. Kudlyak observes that the
object of interest, which she terms the “user cost of labor” can be constructed by using panel
data on workers to estimate the present discounted value of wages at time and +1, correcting
for both observed diﬀerences in human capital characteristics and for unobserved diﬀerences
by estimating a worker fixed eﬀect. Using data from the NLSY, she presents such estimates
for the period 1978-1997. Kudlyak finds that the user cost is significantly more procyclical
than average hourly earnings, and more procyclical than even the wage for new hires. In the
empirical component of the paper, we also construct the user cost of labor using NLSY data
and a procedure much like Kudlyak’s, and find very similar results.
Kudlyak shows that her user cost of labor is the right measure of the allocative wage
in a large range of search models of the labor market. Thus, she calls into question search
models based on sticky allocative wages, as in many of the papers dicussed above. We embed
Kudlyak’s insight into a standard New Keynesian model, and find that the user cost is also
the allocative wage in that framework.
Kudlyak’s empirical finding was foreshadowed in two important earlier papers by Beaudry
and DiNardo (1991, 1995), who found that the “permanent” wage might be significantly
more procyclical than the wage at a point in time. They found that workers hired when
the unemployment rate was high received persistently lower wages, even after the economy
recovered. Thus, while the spot wage was cyclical, the present value of the wage fluctuated
even more. Beaudry and DiNardo interpreted their finding as support for the Becker-Barro
hypothesis of implicit contracts with costly worker mobility. In a sense, Beaudry and DiNardo
approached the problem from the workers’ side, asking why a worker would take a job in a
recession, since the eﬀective (permanent) wage that he or she receives is so low. Our approach
(like Kudlyak’s) examines the same facts from the firms’ side, asking why firms do not hire
more in recessions, since the eﬀective cost of hiring a worker in a downturn appears to be low.
(Beaudry and DiNardo also argue that the data favor a model where workers cannot commit
fully to a time path of future wages since, in addition to the unemployment rate that prevailed
when the worker was hired, wages seem to depend positively on the minimum unemployment
rate observed since the hiring date.)
Hagedorn and Manovskii (2013) argue that much of the observed history dependence
of current wages can be understood by appealing to labor search when workers face a job
ladder. In Hagedorn and Manovskii’s search model, wages are completely determined by
current labor market conditions but because workers gradually “climb” the job ladder, wages
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appear to be history dependent. To see this, define an employment cycle as the length of
time between spells of involuntary unemployment (Wolpin, 1992). Ceteris paribus, the longer
an employment cycle, the more job oﬀers the worker has received. Consequently, the current
wage must be relatively high to outbid the other competing oﬀers. An individual who enters a
period of involuntary employment (thus breaking an employment cycle) falls oﬀ the job ladder,
and thus his reservation wage falls. Moreover, when a worker begins a new employment cycle,
his initial wage oﬀer is determined by current labor market conditions. Workers who start
an employment cycle during an expansion, start relatively high up on the job ladder because
they receive relatively more oﬀers initially. Workers who start an employment cycle during a
recession receive relatively fewer oﬀers and thus accept a lower wage initially.
In Hagedorn and Manovskii’s model, the match quality of a job can be proxied by including
the cumulative labor market “tightness” during the employment cycle in the wage regression.
Labor market tightness is the ratio of vacancies to unemployment. Intuitively, during an
employment cycle, a worker gradually climbs up the match-quality ladder. How fast he or
she climbs is determined by current aggregate labor-market tightness. Ultimately, how high
the person gets is given by cumulative labor-market tightness over the employment cycle.
Hagedorn and Manovskii use empirical work based on their model to criticize the conclusions
of Beaudry and DiNardo (1991, 1995). They find that when they augment wage regressions
with empirical proxies for match quality based on the job ladders model, they no longer
find a significant role for lagged unemployment in explaining current wages. In our empirical
work using NLSY data, we investigate whether Kudlyak’s finding of implicit wage contracts
is sensitive to Hagedorn and Manovskii’s critique.

4

The benchmark model

We begin by extending a standard business cycle model to allow for several real-world features
of wage setting. Our benchmark model is a standard New Keynesian DSGE system built on
the basic framework analyzed in CEE. We build on the baseline model by allowing for (i)
endogenous variation in the composition of the workforce and (ii) diﬀerences between the
allocative wage and the measured remitted payments to workers. We will spend more time
describing our treatment of labor supply and wage setting and the mapping between the model
variables and data because these are the non-standard features of the model. Many of the
other mechanisms in the model are now common in the DSGE literature and the quantitative
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New Keynesian literature and so we present them with relatively less detailed discussion.

4.1

Households

Consumers get utility from consumption and real money balances and get disutility from
working. Let  be consumption of a nondurable good, let  be labor supplied at date- and
let   be real money balances held at date-. Households act to maximize
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subject to the nominal budget constraint
 ( +  +  ( )  ) +  +  =   +    + −1 (1 + −1 ) + Π + −1

(2)

and the capital accumulation equation
+1 =  (1 − ) +  (  −1 )

(3)

Here  is the nominal prices of the durable and the nondurable,  is the nominal wage rate
and  is the nominal rental price of capital services, which is the product   . Π denotes
profits returned to the household through dividends.  is the supply of nominal money
balances held at time ,  is nominal savings and  is the nominal interest rate.  is the
intertemporal elasticity of substitution,  is the Frisch labor supply elasticity, Λ () expresses
the household’s valuation for real money balances and  ≥ 0 is a habit persistence term
(  0 implies habit persistence in utility). The function  () is an investment adjustment
cost function and  ( ) gives the resource cost of additional utilization per unit of physical
capital. Following CEE, we assume that
¶¸
∙
µ


 (  −1 ) = 1 − 
−1
with  (1) = 1  0 (1) = 0 and  00 (1) = .
Households choose    ,  ,  and +1 to maximize (1) subject to (2) and (3). The
determination of labor supply  is the key object of interest for this paper and we discuss
this in greater detail below.
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4.2

Firms and price setting

Following much of the New Keynesian literature we model the production and pricing component of the model as a two-stage process. Final goods are produced from a combination of
intermediate goods. Final goods producers are competitive and have flexible prices. Intermediate goods firms are monopolistically competitive and change prices infrequently according
to the Calvo mechanism.
4.2.1

Final goods producers

Final goods are produced from intermediates. Specifically, final output is given by the standard
Dixit-Stiglitz aggregator
 =

∙Z
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where   1. Final goods producers are perfectly competitive and take the final goods price
 and intermediate goods prices  () as given. It is straightforward to show that demand
for each intermediate good has the standard isoelastic form
 () = 

µ
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Competition among final goods producers ensures that the nominal price of the final good
is a simple combination of the nominal prices of the intermediate goods used in production.
Specifically,
 =
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4.2.2
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(6)

Intermediate goods producers

Intermediate goods are produced by monopolistically competitive firms who take the demand
curve (5) as given when they set their prices. Each intermediate goods firm has a constant
returns to scale production function
 () =   ()  ()1− 
where  (),  () and  () denote capital, labor and output for intermediate producer 
at time .  is the quantity of capital services inclusive of utilization, and thus is not the
firm-level equivalent of  , which is the stock of physical capital.
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Similarly,  is number

of standardized units of labor employed by the firm. That is, it is an index of the total
labor input the firm derives from the potentially heterogenous workers it employs, expressed
in a common numeraire, such as the number of high-school-educated workers. This concept
of labor, which is relevant for productivity, should be distinguished from  , which is akin
to total employment or the total number of hours worked by all persons, and is the object
relevant for utility. Here  is an aggregate productivity shock common to all firms. While
the intermediate goods firms have some monopoly power in their output markets, they are
competitive in the input markets, and take the nominal input prices  and  as given when
making their decisions. Each period, firms choose their inputs to minimize costs. For any
given level of production ̄, the firm’s cost-minimization problem is min   +  subject to
 1− ≥ ̄.
Because the production functions have constant returns to scale, and because capital and
labor can flow freely across firms, firms choose the same capital-to-labor ratios. That is, for
each intermediate producer ,
 
 ()
=

 ()

R
R
where we have used the market clearing conditions  ()  =   and  ()  =  . The

nominal marginal cost of production,  , for the intermediate goods producers is common
to all firms (because the firms have constant returns to scale production functions). It can be
shown that the date- nominal marginal cost is
¶1− 1− 
µ ¶ µ
1
1
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1−


(7)

Price setting for each intermediate good producer is governed by a Calvo mechanism. Let
 be the probability that an intermediate goods producing firm cannot reset its price in a
given period. Thus, each period, 1 −  firms reset their prices as they see fit. In many
DSGE models, the firms that cannot reset their prices (i.e., those that don’t get the Calvo
draw) are assumed to reset their prices according to a backward-looking rule. CEE refer to
this modelling device as “lagged inflation indexation” in the DSGE literature. To allow for
inflation indexing, we would assume that the remaining  firms set their prices according to
the backward-looking rule  () = −1 () (1 +  −1 ) where
1 +  =
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−1

is the gross nominal inflation rate. Without inflation indexing, firms that do not get the
Calvo draw simply continue to charge the same nominal price they had at the beginning of
the period.
Intermediate goods firms maximize the discounted value of profits for their shareholders
(the households) and thus discount future nominal profits in period  +  by the stochastic
discount factor   + (technically,  is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the nominal
constraint (2)). The optimization problem for an intermediate goods firm is to choose a reset
price ∗ to maximize the objective
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where is it understood that

Y−1

=0

(1 +  + ) ≡ 1. (The expression above, and those that

follow, are written under the assumption that firms index their prices to lagged inflation as
discussed above. The equations corresponding to the model without inflation indexing are the
same except that the terms (1 +  + ) are all simply 1.)
Given the reset price ∗ , and using (6), the price of the final good evolves according to
£
¤ 1
 =  ([1 + −1 ] −1 )1− + (1 −  ) (∗ )1− 1− 
Well-known methods show that the optimal reset price together with the dynamic evolution
of the aggregate price level imply that the model satisfies a hybrid New Keynesian Phillips
curve of the form

where   =

(1− )(1− )


f  +  [̃ +1 − ̃  ] 
̃  − ̃−1 =   

is the microeconomic rate of price adjustment.19 We use the notation

̃ to denote the percent deviation of the variable  from its steady-state value ̄. That is,
̃ =  ̄.
We can also allow for the possibility for partial inflation indexing  () = −1 () (1 + −1 ) with  ∈
[0 1]. In this case, the implied Phillips curve is
19

f  +  [̃ +1 − ̃  ] 
̃ − ̃ −1 =   
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4.3

Labor supply and wage setting

The supply of labor features several mechanisms that are prominent in the empirical literature
on labor supply and the measurement of wages. As in Erceg et al. (2000) and CEE, we
allow for nominal wage rigidity in the model. In addition to nominal wage stickiness, we
augment the model to include two new features: (i) endogenous composition bias and (ii)
a diﬀerence between allocative wages and remitted wages. Both mechanisms influence the
mapping between model predictions on the one hand and empirical measures of wages and
labor supply on the other. To accommodate these mechanisms we treat the supply of labor
as occuring in two two separate stages within a period. We refer to these simply as stage 1
and stage 2.
In the first stage, the composition bias mechanism allocates workers with diﬀerential
productivity to the market. This stage results in a single nominal wage paid for units of
productivity-adjusted labor and an average wage for employed workers. We denote the wage
for productivity-adjusted labor as 1  the average hourly wage for employed workers as ̄1
and the total supply of eﬀective (productivity-adjusted) labor as 1 where the superscript
indicates that these variables are determined in stage 1.
In the second stage, an allocative wage is determined. The allocative wage is sticky and
evolves according to a Calvo mechanism taking the stage 1 wage 1 as the eﬀective marginal
cost of supplying units of eﬀective labor. In addition to the allocative wage, which governs
actual employment, the second stage also produces two separate observed wages: a new-hire
wage  and a wage for all employed workers that corresponds to average hourly earnings
 .
4.3.1

Composition bias

It is well-understood that the composition of the workforce changes systematically over the
course of the business cycle. Typically, the labor force has a higher fraction of low-wage
workers in booms than in recessions, making the average wage somewhat more countercyclical
than the wage for a representative worker with fixed human capital characteristics, which
is the concept of the wage in most macroeconomic models. To the extent that composition
fluctuates over the cycle, the changing characteristics of the workforce automatically makes
output per person appear more counter-cyclical than otherwise.
To introduce composition bias into the model, we imagine that labor varies by productivity.
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Specifically, we assume that total actual hours of labor (the argument in the utility function
(1)) is given by
 =

Z



 ()  () 

(8)

0

Here  is an index of productivity and  is the maximum productivity of any individual in
society.  () is the measure of the population with labor productivity  and  () denotes
hours worked per person with productivity . For each type,  () ∈ [0 1]. The total
R
population is ̄ = 0  () . Each type is paid a nominal wage 1 ().

Workers supply labor to labor aggregating firms who in turn sell an eﬀective labor aggregate

at a wage 1 . The labor aggregating firms’ maximization problem is to hire diﬀerent types
of labor to maximize nominal profits.
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The labor aggregating firms’ first order conditions for the choice of  () requires
1 () = 1 
for all . That is, the individual’s wage is a direct reflection of the worker’s individual productivity.
Consider an increase in  () from the perspective of the representative household. The
utility impact of this increase is
¸
∙
1

1
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where  is the shadow value of money payments to the representative household (i.e.,  is
the Lagrange multiplier on the nominal budget constraint). If the term in brackets is positive,
then it is optimal to set  () = 1. If the term in brackets is negative, then it is optimal to
set  () = 0. Using 1 () = 1  we can express the critical productivity cutoﬀ ̂ as
1


= ̂ 
 1

(9)

For any type   ̂ it is optimal to work full-time. Types   ̂ are out of the labor force.
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Total employment is  =

R
̂

 ()  and total eﬀective-productivity-adjusted labor is
1
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Except for two important diﬀerences, (9) is essentially a standard labor supply condition.
First, ̂ is endogenous and co-varies negatively with aggregate employment  . Second, there
is a diﬀerence between eﬀective labor 1 and measured hours of employment  .
The average wage ̄1 of employed workers in the first stage is simply the ratio of total
wage payments to total hours of work, that is,
̄1

=
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In contrast, the composition-adjusted wage from stage 1 is simply 1 . Notice that the ratio
of total hours worked to eﬀective labor is equal to the ratio of the composition-adjusted wage
to the average wage,
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Using log-linear expressions for  and  , one can show that

composition bias (the log diﬀerence between ̄ and  ) satisfies
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where we use the notation  to denote the ratio of eﬀective labor to measured hours worked
. Since the average wage exceeds the wage for the marginal worker (i.e., since   1),
composition bias imparts a negative comovement between the average wage and aggregate
hours. In U.S. data, the cyclical variation in average real wages is negligible, while the
composition-corrected wage is procyclical.
4.3.2

Allocative wage rigidity

In addition to the composition-bias mechanism presented above, the model features nominal
wage rigidity, as in CEE. The wage block of their model is from Erceg, Henderson and
Levin (2000). Like these earlier papers, we assume that wage rigidity applies directly to an
“allocative wage,” by which we mean, the relevant wage for determining employment and work
eﬀort. Unlike these earlier papers, we allow the allocative wage to diﬀer from the remitted
wage that is readily observed in data. In addition to this allocative wage, the model produces
a measured remitted wage that we discuss below.
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We denote the allocative wage by  . The allocative wage adjusts sluggishly according to
a Calvo mechanism. As we did in our treatment of composition bias, we assume that there is
a labor aggregating firm that assembles an aggregate of labor “types.” This aggregating firm
supplies eﬀective labor to the productive firms at flow allocative wage  , but hires labor by
type according to the type-specific allocative wages  (). The labor aggregate is given by a
CES aggregate of labor types ,
2 =
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where the superscript 2 refers to the fact that this labor supply is determined in stage 2.
(Note, this treatment is essentially identical to our treatment of prices. As we did earlier, we
let  be an index of diﬀerent types though in this context  refers to a type of labor while
before  was a type of intermediate good.) If the aggregating firm chooses to supply labor
force 2  its demand for type  work is given by the isoelastic function,
2
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The allocative wages  () for each type  of labor are set by a monopolist in that type (similar
to a union). The aggregate allocative wage  for units of the labor aggregate is a reflection
of the type-specific allocative wages 

 =

∙Z

1

1−

 ()

0

1
¸ 1−



Note that the labor market clearing condition implies that, up to a first-order approximation,
the labor aggregate from stage 1 is equal to the resulting labor aggregate from stage 2 (i.e.,
̃1 ≈ ̃2 ).
As we did with the price setters, we assume that the type-specific wages are set according
to a Calvo mechanism. The probability of adjusting a type-specific wage is 1 −  and the
probability of not adjusting is  . As we did with the price setters, we allow for the possibility
of wage inflation indexing. In this case, wage setters who do not get the Calvo draw, instead
follow the wage inflation indexing rule  () = −1 () (1 +  −1 ). Without wage inflation
indexing, these wage setters would simply maintain the constant nominal allocative wage
they had at the start of the period.
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The union tries to maximize the present discounted value of wage markups  () − 1 .

An extra dollar in period  +  is worth   + to the household. Thus, a monopolist who has
the option to set his wage at time  should choose a reset wage ∗ to maximize
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where again is it understood that

Y−1

=0

(1 + + ) = 1. Given the reset wage ∗  the aggregate

allocative wage evolves according to

1
i 1−
h

 =  {(1 +  −1 ) −1 }1− + (1 −  ) (∗ )1−

4.3.3

Remitted wages

Our discussion highlights the diﬀerence between the allocative wage — the shadow wage 
that governs work eﬀort and employment — and the measured wage that governs the periodic
payments from the employer to the workers. We assume that the remitted wage is a smoothed
function of the allocative wage. Specifically, we assume that workers periodically renegotiate
their contract terms (or separate from their current jobs and get new jobs with new terms).
When wage contracts are renegotiated, the workers are given a new remitted wage. Let
  be the expected present discounted value of future nominal allocative wages for a newly
employed worker that resets the remitted wage with probability  ∈ (0 1]. That is,
  =  +  (1 − ) 
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Clearly   depends on the reset rate  (even though the reset rate plays no role in allocations). The measured remitted wage for new hires (or workers who newly renegotiated their
contract) at date- will be a smoothed version of the PDV. Specifically, we assume that the
measured wage for new hires will solve
  =
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X
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That is,  is a constant wage that will transfer the same expected amount to the workers
given the reset rate  as they would receive by getting the time-varying aggregate allocative
wage,  . For purposes of comparison with the data,  is the new-hire wage.
We can also track the average outstanding wage for all workers in the model. Let  be
the average hourly earnings of all employed workers. By construction, the average outstanding
wage at time  is the average wage for all workers that did not renegotiate together with the
new-hire wage

(1 − ) +   
 = −1

where  =  − −1 (1 − ) denotes “new hires” which we interpret as all workers who are
newly hired plus those who remain employed but receive new contract terms for their remitted
wage.
It is worth mentioning some of the diﬀerence between the diﬀerent wage concepts 1 , ̄1 ,
 ,  and  . One key diﬀerence between the wages in the first stage (1 and ̄1 )
and the wages in the second stage ( ,  and  ) is that the wages in the second
stage have a (potentially, time-varying) wage markup. That is, in the non-stochastic steady
state,   =   =  =

−1


 1.
−1

If the allocative wage is flexible, then the markup

is constant even away from the steady state and in this case the dynamic behavior of the

allocative wage and the stage 1 wage is the same (i.e., ̃ = ̃1 ). If there is no composition
bias then the two stage 1 wages are the same, 1 = ̄1 . If the renegotiation rate  = 1 then
all of the stage 2 wages are identical,  =   =  . In general all of the wages will
diﬀer.

4.4

Aggregate conditions and the steady-state

The goods market clearing condition is
 =  +  +   ( ) 
Although in principle there can be many diﬀerent sources of uncertainty in the model, we
focus our attention here on monetary shocks. We assume that monetary policy is described
by a Taylor rule

#
"
¡
¢
̃
̃ = 1 −   +  ̃  +  ̃−1 + 
4
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Here,  and  give the relative reaction of the monetary authority to output and inflation
while  is an interest rate “smoothing” parameter. Here  is a shock to the monetary
authorities policy rule. We assume that  is mean zero and i.i.d. over time.
4.4.1

Non-stochastic steady-state

We choose parameters to ensure that in the non-stochastic steady-state,  =  =  = 1. The
steady-state markups are  =


−1

and  =


.
−1

We normalize the steady-state productivity

cutoﬀ to ̂ = 1. The steady-state nominal marginal cost is  = 1 . Since there is no
inflation and no economic growth in the steady-state, 1 +  = 1 +  = 1 . It is straightforward
to show that the nominal rental price is  =  +  and we must have  = 0 (1)  Steady-state
capital is
=

µ




1
¶ 1−



The remaining details of the steady-state are standard and are therefore omitted.
4.4.2

Calibration

To compare the model to the data, as we do in Section 6, we will need to calibrate the
parameters in the model. When possible, we adopt calibration settings based on conventional
parameter values used for medium scale DSGE models. The discount factor  is set to 0.97
which implies a steady state annual real interest rate of three percent. We set both the Frisch
elasticity  and the intertemporal elasticity of substitution  to 1.00. Capital’s share, , is
set to 0.36. We set the type-specific elasticity of labor demand  to 21 which implies a 5
percent markup of the allocative wage over the base wage. We set the type-specific elasticity
of product demand  to 6 which implies a 20 percent markup of nominal price over nominal
marginal cost. We set the Calvo parameters for wage and price adjustment,  and  , to
090 (quarterly). This implies that both wages and prices have an average duration of roughly
10 quarters. These durations are somewhat longer than most studies of microeconomic price
adjustment data but are comparable to estimates from DSGE models.
Following Basu and Kimball (1997), we set the utilization elasticity

00 (1)
0 (1)

= 100. We

set the investment adjustment cost parameter is set at  = 400 and the habit persistence
parameter  = 065 We allow firms to index their prices to past inflation as in CEE.
In addition to the standard parameters discussed above, the model also requires values
for the parameters that govern composition bias and the remitted wage. There are three
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key parameters that govern these mechanisms: the renegotiation hazard , the steady-state
ratio of eﬀective labor to total hours worked  and the density of types at the steady state
productivity cutoﬀ  (1). For our baseline setting we assume that neither of these mechanisms
is operative and thus we set  = 100 (so the remitted wage is equal to the allocative wage),
 = 100 (so there is no diﬀerence in average productivity per hour) and  (1) = ∞ (so
hours can be varied without changing the productivity of the marginal worker). This baseline
specification is thus essentially equivalent to a standard medium-scale sticky-price/sticky-wage
DSGE model. When we introduce composition bias and infrequent resetting of remitted wages
we set  = 021 following Barattieri et al. (2014),  = 20 and  (1) = 2.

5

Empirical measures of real wages

Empirically, the cyclicality of the real wage is potentially influenced by several diﬀerent features. Cyclical variations in the composition of employed workers has been emphasized as an
important component of variation in real wages (see, Solon, Barsky and Parker (1994), and
Elsby, Shin and Solon (2016)). Even after correcting for compositional changes however, it is
diﬃcult to speak unambiguously about a single concept of “the real wage.” As emphasized by
Haefke et al. (2013), wages of newly hired workers appear to be much more cyclical than the
wages of workers who are continually employed. Beaudry and DiNardo (1991, 1995) argue
that wage payments are shaped by implicit agreements between employers and employees and
thus the remitted wage at a given point in time provides at best an incomplete measure of the
worker’s compensation. Similarly, Kudlyak (2014) finds that wage paths of workers hired at
various points of the business cycle exhibit great diﬀerences in present value suggesting that
the theoretical concerns articulated by Becker (1962) and Barro (1977) regarding implicit
long-term contracts have empirical as well as theoretical merit.
In this section we will examine micro data on real wages to attempt to assess whether
available evidence can provide insight into how various measures of real wage payments move
over the business cycle and also whether these wage measures react to monetary policy shocks.
We empirically quantify the separate contributions of composition bias, variations in the newhire wage, and variations in the present value of wage commitments.
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5.1

Background

In the model in the previous section, there are several objects that map to measured wages,
but only one, which we have called  , is allocative. Unfortunately this allocative wage is
not directly measured in the data. In principle, this allocative wage can be uncovered by
diﬀerencing measures of the present value at two points in time. This diﬀerence is what
Kudlyak (2014) calls the user cost of labor (UCL).20 Specifically,
  =   −  (1 − )  +1 ≈  

(11)

The   is only approximately equal to the allocative wage since the calculation above
ignores the expectations operator and the stochastic discount factor. Kudlyak finds that
unlike the average wage, the UCL is highly procyclical, even more so than the wage of new
hires.
Below we will construct measures of both the UCL and the new-hire wage. Both the UCL
and the new-hire wage are diﬃcult objects to measure, since one needs to observe individual
workers over time. The two panel data sets for the U.S., the NLSY and the PSID, both
have relatively small samples and limited sample periods. Furthermore, the data are annual,
which is not ideal for business-cycle analysis. A benefit of using individual level panel data is
that such data can correct for composition bias. Thus, in their early analyses of composition
bias over the business cycle, Bils (1985) uses the NLSY and Solon, Barsky and Parker (1994)
use the PSID. The recent papers by Haefke, Sonntag and van Rens (2013) and Elsby, Shin
and Solon (2016) instead use CPS data. The drawback to using the CPS is that since it
is not a true panel, one cannot remove the eﬀects of unobserved individual eﬀects from the
wages. On the other hand, the CPS has the advantage that it provides a large and nationallyrepresentative sample, and continuous monthly data going through the Great Recession period
and its aftermath.

5.2

NLSY

For the purposes of the analysis in this chapter, we focus on wage data from the National
Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 (NLSY). The NLSY is an unbalanced panel of workers
initially interviewed in 1979 and then, if possible, interviewed every subsequent year until 1994
20

The term is used as an analogy to the “user cost of capital” under adjustment costs, in which case the
decision to add an extra unit of capital is a dynamic decision with long-term consequences.
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and every second year after 1994 (see below). The initial sample included 12,686 individuals
born between 1957 and 1964. The birth years of the individuals in the data are distributed
roughly uniformly over the years between 1957 and 1964. At the time of the initial survey
in 1979 these individuals were all between 14 and 21 years of age. The initial respondents
consisted of 6,403 males and 6,283 females.
While there are many advantages to using NLSY data, there are some disadvantages as
well. Chief among these disadvantages is the fact that, due to the nature of the survey’s
construction, the sample in the NLSY “ages” systematically with the passage of time. This
immediately means that the average wage of employed workers in the NLSY should not be
directly compared to the average hourly earnings wage series constructed from NIPA data
which presumably reflects wage payments to all individuals employed at any given point in
time. Moreover, there is only a small amount of age variation in any single year. Thus,
while we can in principle control for age in our wage regressions, the age (or more accurately
“experience”) coeﬃcients will be diﬃcult to distinguish from the growth of average wages over
time.
Our data includes all data from the first interview in 1979 up to 2013. Because the NLSY
was modified to a biennial survey starting in 1994, we drop all of the odd years between 1994
and 2012.21 For our analysis here, we focus exclusively on men. Thus our sample consists
of the 6,403 men interviewed initially in 1979 and then followed until 2012. Although the
NLSY is not a representative sample of the U.S. population, the survey provides a yearly
cross-sectional weight variable that can be used to make the sample comparable to that year’s
population.22
The NLSY reports wage information for up to five jobs each year. Our sample technically
includes data from jobs in 1978 even though the first interviews were done in 1979. (The 1978
21

While the NLSY does ask the respondent to remember information for the previous years after it made
the transition to biennial surveys, the wage series and responses appear to be systematically diﬀerent for the
odd years.
22
Of the whole initial interview sample, roughly half (6,111) comprised what the NLSY refers to as a
“representative sample” of the non-institutionalized working-age population born between 1957 and 1964. In
addition to the representative sample, the NLSY also collected data on a “disadvantaged sample” consisting
of 5,295 individuals who identified as Hispanic, Latino, Black and economically disadvantaged respondents.
Finally, the NLSY includes 1,280 respondents who are representative of the population serving in the armed
forces. This latter sample is referred to as the “military” sample. Both the disadvantaged sample and the
military sample were severely cut back or eliminated entirely from the NLSY in 1984 and again in 1990.
We keep all males in each of the three sub-groups (the representative sample, the military sample and the
disadvantaged sample). We then use the cross sectional weights to convert the NLSY data to an overall
representative sample. Note, we do not use the longitudinal weights that are included in the NLSY. The
longitudinal weights are intended to produce a representative panel over the entire period.
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data come from interviews that were done early in 1979 and so pertained to jobs in 1978.) We
focus on the “hourly rate of pay” variable that is constructed by the NLSY. Respondents are
asked for the most convenient way to report their total earnings.23 They could report pay per
hour, per day, per week, per month, or per year. In every case, the reported statistic is then
converted to an hourly pay rate based on a measure of the respondents typical hours worked.
The resulting hourly rate of pay includes tips, overtime pay, and bonuses but is computed
before any deductions. To construct real wages, we deflate the hourly rate of pay with a price
index. We considered two separate price deflators in our analysis: the Consumer Price Index
and the Implicit Price Deflator for the Non-farm Business Sector.2425 The analysis for the
two separate price indices were quite similar overall. Since our focus is on intertemporal labor
demand from the firms’ perspective (i.e., the real product wage), we focus on the real wage
measures using the deflator for the non-farm business sector in the discussion below.
In addition to the information on wages, the NLSY includes information on the industry
of the jobs and whether the jobs are covered by a union. We do not include union status in
our analysis because the union variables included in the Employer History Roster exhibit an
unusual change following the 1994 change from annual to biennial coverage in the NLSY. (See
the technical appendix for more discussion).
Wage Regressions
We begin by describing how we construct the various measures of real wage series from the
NLSY data. Given the available data, as described above, we run regressions of the following
form:

=  +  +  + Ψ +
ln 


 X
X

0   0  +  

(12)

0 =1 =0

This is the basic empirical specification considered in Kudlyak (2014). Here 
is the real

wage for individual  at time  who was hired at time  . This regression provides a best linear
prediction of the log real wage at time  of a worker  who started his job in period  . In
its most general form, this wage regression allows for a time trend, demographic and industry
controls (included in  ), individual fixed eﬀects (the  coeﬃcients) and time eﬀects that
23

QES-71A in the 2012 survey.
We used the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: All Items and the Non-farm Business Sector
Implicit Price Deflator. Both variables are seasonally adjusted and are available from the FRED database as
CPIAUCSL and IPDNBS.
25
We exclude wage rates less than 1 dollar per hour and above 100 dollars per hour measured in 1979 dollars.
This restriction led to the elimination of 2,894 wage-year observations. This censoring at 1 dollar and 100
dollars is the same censoring used by the BLS when it uses NLSY data.
24
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depend on two periods: when the individual began work at his current job and the current
date. The additional covariates in the  matrix are the individual’s experience at time 
(and experience squared), tenure at time  (and tenure squared), schooling completed, and
industry fixed eﬀects. Experience is defined as the maximum of (Age — 6 — years of schooling)
and 0. The dummy variables  0  take the value 1 if 0 =  and  =  and 0 otherwise.
The  coeﬃcients are particularly important for interpretation of the new-hire wage series
and the user-cost series that we emphasize below. At time , all workers who began work
at their current job at date- get an additional adjustment to their predicted wage given by
the coeﬃcient   . These adjustments imply that workers who begin at date- experience an
expected strip of log wage realizations given by {̂   ̂ +1  ̂ +2  ̂ +  } etc. These
dummy variables thus adjust for vintages of hired workers, where the vintage is defined by
when the worker was hired in addition to the current calendar date. Notice that the variable
̂  reflects the wages of a newly hired worker (i.e., the date- wage of a worker hired at
date- ). In the estimation, we truncate the  strips at seven years (including year 0).26
This specification can also be used to calculate composition adjusted wages. For instance,
if we restrict the  + coeﬃcients to be zero then the resulting specification gives a predicted
wage that adjusts for both observed changes in workforce composition (by including the 
variables) and unobserved workforce composition (by including the individual fixed eﬀects
 ), but does not allow for vintage eﬀects on the wage. Adding the  dummy variables allows
us to recover composition-adjusted wages with vintage eﬀects. For example, the coeﬃcent on
  tells us whether a newly hired worker receives a wage increase or reduction relative to
workers hired in previous years, controlling for any diﬀerences in human capital between new
hires and other workers.
Average Hourly Earnings and New-Hire Wages
Before we consider our measures of the user cost of labor, we first examine average hourly
earnings. We consider two measures. The first is a measure taken from the BLS. The BLS
reports a measure of compensation per hour for the non-farm business sector. We then deflate
this measure by the implicit price deflator.27 We refer to this measure as AHE-BLS.
Our second measure of average hourly earnings is constructed from the NLSY data. We
refer to this measure as AHE-NLSY. This wage series is constructed by first running the
26

More precisely, we include all of the dummy variables in the estimation of (12); however, following Kudlyak
(2014), we use only seven  estimates when we calculate the user cost of labor.
27
The variables used in this calculation are from the FRED database. We use Nonfarm Business Sector:
Compensation Per Hour (COMPNFB) and the Nonfarm Business Sector: Implicit Price Deflator (IPBNBS).
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simplified version of regression (12)
ln 

=+

Ψ

+


X

  +  

=1

where  is a time dummy variable ( takes the value 1 if  =  and zero otherwise). For
the NLSY measure of average hourly earnings, the controls  include only experience and
experience squared. Because the experience variable is defined as max {age − 6 − schooling}
this is close to being a control for age and age squared. The estimated time fixed eﬀects ̂ 
are then an estimated time series of average hourly earnings. Note that, because the NLSY
is based on a fixed set of individuals who were entering the workforce in the late 1970s, it is
crucially important to include controls for age in this measure. If we did not include experience
and experience squared then the sample would systematically age and this would impart a
systematic aging component to the wage measures.
To construct the new-hire wage, we return to the original regression specification (12). As
noted, the new-hire wage series corresponds to the estimated coeﬃcients ̂ . We include all
of the available demographic controls in  and we also include individual fixed eﬀects in the
regression.28
Calculating the User Cost of Labor
We base our calculation of the user cost of labor (UCL) on equation (11). To calculate the
user cost, we need to calculate a forecast of the present value of wage payments for a worker
hired at date- and the present value of wage payments for a worker hired at date-+1. For an
individual hired at date- and still employed at date- + , we construct the predicted value of
d
the log real wage ln
+ . We can then calculate the implied present value of compensation

as

\
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∞
X
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o
n
d
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d
Note that in addition to requiring a sequence of predicted log wages {ln
+ }∞
=0 , this calcu-

lation requires a separation rate  and a discount factor .
d
To construct the projected wage payments ln
 , we consider the anticipated wage pay-

ments for a firm that hires an “average worker” at date-. As the employment relationship
28

Our method for constructing the new-hire wage diﬀers from that in Kudlyak (2014), who simply examines
the wages for workers hired in the current year. Our procedure creates a wage series for new hires correcting
for composition, in parallel with our construction of the user cost of labor.
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continues, our measure of the worker’s experience and our measure of the worker’s tenure both
increase. We assume that the initial experience is fixed at the sample average of 11.72 years
and we set the initial tenure variable to 0.5 years (this implicitly assumes that a worker who
reports being newly hired at his current job at the time of the interview was hired 6 months
earlier). We set the worker’s schooling to 12.57 years, again the sample average in the NLSY.
Then, based on (12), at date- , a worker hired at date- ≤  has a projected log wage
d
ln
 = ̂ + ̂ + Ψ̂̄ − + ̂ 

(13)

where ̄ − are demographic controls for the “average worker” (i..e, schooling = 1257, experience = 1172 +  −  and tenure = 05 +  − ).
For the separation rate , we follow Kudlyak (2014) who uses a monthly separation rate
of 0.0295. This figure is based on calculations of the average separation rate in the NLSY.
We then convert this monthly separation rate into an annual separation rate by setting  =
1−(1−00295)12 = 03019. The NLSY figure might be somewhat low relative to other datasets.
The separation rate from the JOLTS dataset is closer to 0035. The annual discount factor is
set to 0.97. Note that our calculation of the present value of wage payments is truncated at
seven years (including the initial year). Given the high observed separation rates in the data,
this truncation has a relatively small eﬀect on the present value.

5.3

The cyclicality of real labor compensation

We are now in a position to examine the cyclical behavior of real wages. Tables 3 and 4
report cyclicality estimates for six diﬀerent measures of log real wages. For each measure of
real wages, we regress the calculated wage series on an indicator of the business cycle (and
a time trend and a constant). Table 3 examines the cyclicality of real wages with respect
to the HP filtered unemployment rate. We use HP filtered unemployment rather than the
unemployment rate in levels because the average unemployment rate changes substantially
over the time period for the NLSY.29 Thus, the coeﬃcients reported are semi-elasticities: the
percent change in a real wage measure in response to a one percentage-point deviation of
unemployment relative to its trend. The sample for columns 1 - 5 consists of 25 data points
29

The HP filtered unemployment rate is taken from monthly data from 1985 to 2016. To avoid the well
known endpoint problem in HP filtering, we add 120 months of predicted unemployment rates taken from an
estimated AR(6) to the end of the sample. We then HP filter the padded series using a smoothing parameter
of 500,000. The regression uses annual averages of the monthly HP deviations.
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from 1979 to 2012, dropping the odd years between 1994 and 2012 (see Section 3.2). To
construct the UCL, we need to impute values of wages for the odd years between 1994 and
2012. The final user cost series itself ends in 2007 because we require seven subsequent wage
observations to calculate the value of the UCL in year  (again see Section 3.2 for details).
Columns 1-4 report results for average hourly earnings. For the BLS wage series, AHEBLS, the coeﬃcient on the unemployment rate is -0.507: real average hourly earnings fall
by roughly 0.5 percent for each percentage point increase in the cyclical component of the
unemployment rate. Columns 2-4 report results for our constructed measure of average hourly
earnings from the NLSY data, AHE-NLSY. As noted in our discussion above, the dependent
variables in Columns 2-4 are estimated time fixed eﬀects from regressions of individual wages
on the listed set of controls. The columns diﬀer according to the number of controls included
in the regression. Column 2 includes only experience and experience squared; column 3 adds
industry fixed eﬀects, job tenure and schooling; column 4 includes all of the aforementioned
controls and adds individual fixed eﬀects. The NLSY sample exhibits greater cyclicality for
all of the measures of average hourly earnings, and the cyclicality rises with the number of
controls for worker characteristics. We interpret this finding as being supportive of the basic
composition-bias eﬀect emphasized by Bils (1985) and Solon et al. (1994). Typically, as we
add more contols for worker heterogeneity, the point estimate of the cyclicality rises (though
note, the standard errors are high enough that we cannot say with any certainty that any one
of these measures is clearly more or less cyclical than any other).
Column 5 reports results for the new-hire wage. The point estimate for the cyclicality
coeﬃcient is −0698 so a one percentage point increase in the cyclical component of unemployment corresponds to a 0.7 percent reduction in the real new-hire wage. By itself, the
point estimate seems to be at odds with the findings in Haefke et al. (2013) who reported
that in CPS data, the wages of newly hired workers appeared substantially more cyclical
than average hourly earnings. We should note that while our point estimates do not indicate
greater cyclicality of the new-hire wage, the estimates are quite noisy and admit a range of
interpretations.
Column 6 reports results for the user cost of labor (UCL). Our measure of the UCL exhibits
much greater cyclicality than either the composition-adjusted wage or the new-hire wage series.
In Table 3, the cyclicality estimate is −5818 indicating that for every one percentage-point
increase in the cyclical component of unemployment, the real user cost of labor falls by almost
6 percent (!).
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The estimates in Table 3 are robust to alternate measures of the business cycle. Table 4
reports estimates for the same dependent variables as those in Table 3, but uses HP filtered
GDP as the indicator of the business cycle instead of the unemployment rate. Again, average
hourly earnings seem to be only moderately cyclical. When HP filtered GDP is above trend
by one percent, AHE-BLS is above trend by only 0.311 percent. By contrast, holding the
set of workers fixed in the NLSY and controlling for observed and unobserved heterogeneity
increases this estimate to 1.165 percent. The point estimate of the cyclicality of the new-hire
wage is more cyclical. The point estimate is a rise of roughly 1.3 percent for every one percent
change in the cyclical component of GDP. Finally, as before, the UCL is the most cyclical wage
measure. For each percent increase in GDP above trend, the UCL rises by approximately 3.1
percent.
What these results seem to suggest is that both composition bias and implicit contracting play important roles in shaping the wage payments made to workers over the business
cycle. Quantitatively, controlling for composition (by including individual fixed eﬀects and
controls for observed worker diﬀerences in the wage regressions) increases wage cyclicality by
perhaps as much as a factor of two relative to a group of workers without such controls. The
eﬀects of implicit contracting and wage-smoothing seem to be even greater than the eﬀects of
composition bias. According to our calculations, the user cost of labor has a cyclicality that
is, in some cases, about six times greater than the log real wages of the base group. Since
average payments are less cyclical than the user cost, workers hired in bad times are paid a
wage greater than their user cost. In return, the workers expect to receive fewer and smaller
wage increases over their employment spell.
Our findings (which are consistent with the results in Kudlyak (2014)) seem to corroborate
the results in Beaudry and DiNardo (1991, 1995), who argued that current wage payments
seem to be tied to past labor market conditions. In that paper, the authors showed that the
maximum unemployment rate during a job spell and the unemployment rate that prevailed
when the worker was hired both have a significant influence on current wage payments. The
specification above, which we have adapted from Kudlyak’s work, is a more general econometric specification than the one in Beaudry and DiNardo, but implicit contracts still appear
to play an important role in shaping wage payments.
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5.4

Wage responses to monetary shocks

Almost all of the literature on wage cyclicality examines the response of real wages to a cyclical
indicator, typically the unemployment rate. However, the monetary business-cycle literature
has also emphasized the importance of replicating estimated impulse response functions to
identified shocks — most often monetary shocks. The modern literature on estimating the
eﬀects of monetary policy shocks using VARs began with Bernanke and Blinder (1992). Here
we follow the approach in CEE, since we ultimately want to make comparisons between
empirical and theoretical impulse responses to monetary shocks.
To implement the VAR procedure, we first extend our annual real wage measures from the
NLSY to a longer quarterly series using the Chow-Lin procedure. The extension to quarterly
data is important for the validity of the identifying assumptions commonly used in the VAR
literature. The identification assumptions invoked are plausible in quarterly observations
but this plausibility becomes strained if the data are sampled at an annual frequency. The
Chow-Lin method uses the annual data to estimate the relationship between the annual wage
measures constructed above and other variables that are available at a quarterly frequency.
The variables used in the Chow-Lin procedure are Real Gross Domestic Product, Real Hourly
Compensation in the Nonfarm Business sector, the Civilian Unemployment Rate, and Total
Nonfarm Payrolls for All Employees.30 The resulting interpolated series distributes the annual
measure to the corresponding quarters (thus, the annual averages of the constructed quarterly
series equal the original annual measures). We then extend the series by projecting the
missing data to periods outside the years 1979-2012 covered by the NLSY. We first regress
the interpolated quarterly wage measures on the variables in the Chow-Lin procedure above.
We then use the OLS estimates to form estimates ̂ for time periods earlier than 1979 and
later than 2012. Figure 1 plots quarterly average hourly earnings, the new-hire wage, and the
user cost of labor for the period 1965:1 to 2015:3. For each series, a separate linear trend was
removed prior to plotting. Each series is in log points and is plotted so that the mean of each
series is centered at 1.00.
The impulse response functions to monetary policy shocks are constructed following the
approach recommended by CEE. We include the same variables, in the same Choleski ordering
as in the original CEE specification. In order, the variables are real output, real consumption
expenditure, the price level, real investment spending, real average hourly compensation,
30

All variables are in logs except for the unemployment rate which is entered in levels.
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average labor productivity, the federal funds rate, real corporate profits, and the growth
rate of the money supply (M2). Following Bernanke and Blinder (1992), the innovation
to the funds rate is identified as a structural shock to monetary policy. Notice that by
assumption, none of the variables in the first block (output, consumption, the price level,
investment, compensation and labor productivity) responds contemporaneously to a shock
to monetary policy. In contrast, both corporate profits and the growth rate of M2 respond
contemporaneously to monetary shocks. Our approach is to extend the CEE specification
by appending a single additional variable — an additional wage measure — to the second
block of variables. Thus, our augmented VAR introduces a wage which is allowed to respond
contemporaneously to monetary shocks. However, we add the restriction that monetary policy
does not respond contemporaneously to shocks to the new wage measure. This restriction is
suﬃcient to identify the impulse response of the wage measure to a monetary policy shock.
We do not want to allow the new wage measures to influence the identified monetary
policy shocks. That is, we wish to ensure that the identified shocks remain the same as we
change our measure of wages in the VAR. This first consideration implies that the new wage
measures should be excluded from the dynamic equations governing the variables originally
included in the CEE specification. It also suggests that we should order the new wage series
last so that these new measures will respond to the other variables but the other variables –
in particular the federal funds rate – will not respond to the alternate wage measures.31 One
consequence of ordering the new wage measures last is that they respond contemporaneously
to a monetary policy shock. In CEE’s original specification their measure of the wage, average
hourly earnings, comes before the federal funds rate, and may respond to monetary policy
shocks only with a one-quarter lag. Thus, our procedure treats the new wage measures
diﬀerently from average hourly earnings, but only for the first quarter after a monetary policy
shock.32
As in CEE, consumption, investment and corporate profits come from the BEA’s NIPA
tables. Unlike CEE, our measures of output, the price level, employee compensation and labor
productivity are only for the Non-farm Business sector. Our decision to use the Non-farm
business sector is motivated primarily by our belief that the non-farm business sector is a
31

As in CEE, the federal funds rate is assumed to respond to average hourly compensation. Thus, we always
include real hourly compensation in the VAR. This ensures that our identification assumptions match those
in CEE.
32
We experimented with other identification schemes, including ones that constrain the contemporaneous
responses of the new wage measures to zero, symmetrically with average hourly earnings. The results we
report below are qualitatively robust to all the variants we tried.
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better match to models of infrequent price-adjustment by firms that are trying to maximize
profits. Excluded industries (such as utilities and government production) likely do not set
prices optimally the way most macroeconomic models posit. All variables are in log levels,
except for the federal funds rate which is in levels and M2 which is in log diﬀerences. All
variables were downloaded from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis FRED web database.
To estimate the VAR we use the same sample used by CEE, namely 1965:3 to 1995:3.
We do so in order to make it easy to compare our results to the ones in this benchmark
paper.33 We experimented with other sample periods, including extending the sample forward
to 2007. The extended sample would allow us to estimate the VAR using a larger data set,
while stopping short of the zero-lower-bound period in which the identifying assumptions
do not apply. Unfortunately, we found that the impulse responses reported by CEE change
significantly when the later data are added, in ways that are diﬃcult to interpret in light of
the underlying theory. (For example, the well-known “price puzzle” is clearly apparent in the
extended sample.) Since our main objective is to explore how our novel real wage measures
responded to a well-known identified shock, we chose to estimate the VAR over the original
CEE sample. However, we believe that the instability of the impulse responses to monetary
shocks over diﬀerent sample periods—reminiscent of the results in Hanson (2004)—is worthy of
investigation in its own right.34
Our focus in this chapter is on the responses of the various wage measures constructed
above. For each “new” measure of the real wage, we estimate a diﬀerent VAR system to
recover the response of the wage to the monetary shock. For example, we estimate the system
separately for the new-hire wage and for the user cost. Given the VAR structure discussed
below, the new variable does not aﬀect the responses of the original CEE variables in any way.
As a result, we report the impulse responses of the baseline set of variables to a monetary
policy shock in one block, since these do not change as we change the additional wage variable
added to the CEE specification.
Figure 2 shows the reaction of the standard macroeconomic variables included in the CEE
system to an identified increase in the federal funds rate of 50 basis points. (To save space,
the figure omits the responses for corporate profits and for the growth rate of M2.) Each
33

Even though our sample is identical with the sample in CEE, diﬀerences will arise because of data revisions
and also because we use NFB output and prices rather than GDP and the GDP deflator.
34
In line with our findings, in her chapter in this Handbook, Ramey (2016) also emphasizes that the original
CEE estimates “do not hold up well in later samples.” She concludes that “the most likely reason for the
breakdown [...] in the later sample is simply that we can no longer identify monetary policy shocks well.”
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panel reports the impulse response of a single variable. The units of all variables are reported
in percentage points (i.e., 1.00 corresponds to one percent). The dotted lines correspond
to 1 standard deviation error bands. The shock leads to a reduction in output of roughly
0.25 percent, a reduction in non-durable consumption of slightly less than 0.2 percent and a
reduction in investment of nearly 0.5 percent. Note that measured productivity also declines,
suggesting that unobserved factor utilization contributes to the decline in production.
Figure 3 reports the impulse responses for the three wage measures we constructed above.
The left side panel reports the reaction of average hourly earnings (AHE-BLS). This wage
measure barely reacts to the shock. In the center panel, the new-hire wage falls by substantially
more. After roughly a year and a half, the new-hire wage has fallen by more than 0.5 percent.
The right side panel shows the user cost of labor. The UCL falls even more than the new-hire
wage and remains relatively low even more than two years after the shock.
We found similar results when estimating impulse response functions over the time period
1979:4-2007:4. The beginning of this alternative sample corresponds to the beginning of Paul
Volcker’s chairmanship of the Federal Reserve, but also has the benefit of excluding any
backward projection of the user cost series. In general, the impulse responses from the main
block of variables are more muted but take longer to return to trend. Despite this diﬀerence,
the user cost series still has a peak response near 0.75 percent. The new-hire wages oscillate
rapidly, but reach a similar peak response after a similar lag. We conclude that the results
are qualitatively unchanged over this shorter sample period that overlaps significantly with
Kudlyak’s data sample and is also the period when the “modern” era of U.S. monetary policy
may be said to have begun.

5.5

Extension: controlling for match quality

As discussed in Section 3, Hagedorn and Manovskii (2013) argue that much of the observed
history dependence of current wages can be understood by appealing to labor search when
workers face a job ladder. In Hagedorn and Manovskii’s model, the match quality of a job can
be proxied by including the cumulative labor market “tightness” during the employment cycle
in the wage regression. Labor market tightness is the ratio of vacancies to unemployment.
Intuitively, during an employment cycle, a worker gradually climbs up the match-quality
ladder. How fast he or she climbs is determined by current aggregate labor-market tightness.
Ultimately, how high the person gets is given by cumulative labor-market tightness over the
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employment cycle. In this section we extend the results above to include Hagedorn and
Manovskii’s proposed measure of labor market tightness, to see whether the results we have
reported are robust to the inclusion of this variable.
To implement Hagedorn and Manovskii’s proposed correction, we use the NLSY’s weekly
arrays to classify each respondent’s work history into employment cycles. An employment
cycle begins when a person finds a job and exits involuntary unemployment. The employment
cycle spans the full length of time employed, even if a worker switches employers, as well as
voluntary spells of unemployment. The employment cycle ends through involuntary unemployment or voluntary unemployment that turns involuntary if the person cannot find a job
within two months of voluntarily entering unemployment. The NLSY survey asks individuals
why they left their last job, and we use this information to determine whether unemployment
is voluntary or involuntary.35
We then calculate the sum of labor market tightness for each job cycle for each individual
and include the resulting variable in the individual wage regression (12) as an additional
control.3637 Formally, let   =




denote labor market tightness at date . Then, for an

individual , currently in an employment spell that began at date  (), we calculate the sum
P
of the individual’s labor market tightness as  = =−()   . We then re-estimate (12) and
include  in the vector of controls  .

Finally, we modify the prediction equation by assuming that firms hire an individual with
average characteristics (as before) and with a fixed average duration of an employment cycle
\
in the NLSY, ¯ = 324 years. That is, we form the projections ln
 by including the variable
P
̄ = =−¯   in the estimated equation (13). Unlike the variable  , which varies across
workers depending on when their employment spell began, the variable ̄ exhibits no cross-

sectional variation. However, since aggregate labor market tightness   changes over time, ̄
35

A person leaves a job involuntarily if he or she is fired, laid oﬀ or if the plant closes. If the person
voluntarily quits to look for a new job (etc.) and finds a new job within two months, the employment cycle is
assumed to continue. If the person voluntarily leaves but it takes longer than two months to find a job, the
employment cycle ends and the person falls oﬀ the job ladder.
36
To construct our measure of labor market tightness, we use the help wanted index calculated by Barnichon
(2010).
37
Hagedorn and Manovskii actually use two separate controls. They control for cumulative labor market
tightness both during a job spell (the variable   in their 2013 paper) and also prior to starting a job if the
worker either makes a job-to-job transition or starts from a period of voluntary unemployment (the variable
  ). Because (12) includes an arbitrary set of fixed eﬀects   for the current job spell, the first adjustment
(the   variable) is already included in our baseline specification. Thus in our analysis we confine our
attention to the second adjustment, which controls only for cumulative labor market tightness prior to the
start of a job.
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\
has time-series variation which is included in the forecasts of ln
 .
Tables 5 and 6 report results for the cyclicality of the various wage measures after we
control for unobserved idiosyncratic match quality. Notice that the cyclicality estimates do
decline somewhat, though the overall cylicality of the wage series is only moderately changed.
In particular, the high cyclicality of the new-hire wage and the user cost of labor remain.
Similar results are found in response to monetary shocks. Repeating the steps above for the
wage measures including the control for match quality gives impulse response functions that
are close to the response functions we saw earlier. Figure 4 compares the impulse response of
the new-hire wage and the user cost of labor with and without the contol for match quality.
As shown in the figure, the impulse responses are almost indistinguishable.

6

Comparing the model and the data

We now relate the empirical evidence we have presented regarding the cyclicality of real wages
to the predictions of New Keynesian models of the class developed in Section 4. To build
intuition, we begin by examining the models without either composition bias or infrequent
renegotiation of wage remittances. This requires that we set the renegotiation rate  and
the ratio of eﬀective labor to total hours  both to 1.00, and the inverse density of types
 (1)−1 = 0. Since  is the renegotiation rate of long-term wage contracts,  = 1 implies
that remitted wages are changed in every period and thus move in lock step with changes
in the (sticky) allocative wage. Since the remitted wage is equal to the allocative wage in
this specification, there are no implicit wage contracts in the economy. The assumption of no
composition bias implies that the marginal and average worker supplies the same number of
eﬃciency units of labor per observed hour of work. We examine the responses of this baseline
New Keynesian model to a monetary shock under the assumption of sticky prices only, sticky
wages only, and both sticky prices and wages. The results will guide us regarding the features
to add to the model in order to bring the model’s predictions closer to the observed wage data.
We set the Calvo parameter for price adjustment to  = 090 (quarterly) implying that
prices adjust on average once every 10 quarters, or once every two and a half years. We
do the same for the initial sticky wage specification, so  = 090. While these calibrations
are somewhat high relative to the micro data on the average frequency of price and wage
changes, they are in line with many DSGE estimates and the implied model impulse response
functions have enough persistence for their computed trajectories to be comparable with
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the empirical impulse responses. The DSGE model also features traditional mechanisms
considered by business cycle analysts to better match the dynamic eﬀects of monetary shocks
on output. Specifically, the model features investment adjustment costs, habit persistence in
consumption, variable capital utilization, price and wage indexation, and increasing returns
to scale in production. The parameter values used are reported in Table 2, and are roughly
in line with prevailing estimates in the literature.
Figure 5 shows impulse responses of this baseline model to a 25 basis point shock to the
central bank’s policy rate (a shock to the Taylor rule). Since our main interest is in comparing
the model responses of diﬀerent wage measures to the corresponding empirical responses, we
show the model and data responses of average hourly earnings (AHE), the new-hire wage
(NHW) and the user cost of labor (UCL), as well as output. We reproduce the data responses
that appeared in Figure 3 together with responses from the baseline model with only price
rigidity, only wage rigidity, and with both types of nominal inertia. We find that, as one
might expect, following the increase in the interest rate, all three types of nominal rigidity
cause output to decline. Output falls significantly more in the model with only sticky prices
than in the model with just sticky wages; of course, it falls further in the model with both
nominal frctions. Although the baseline models reproduce the hump-shaped output response
observed in the data, the trough of output comes 2-3 quarters earlier in the models than in
the data. That is, the models need additional persistence mechanisms or stronger persistence
mechanisms to match the estimates.
One of the main findings in the empirical section is that diﬀerent wage measures behave
diﬀerently over the business cycle and in response to monetary shocks. In the baseline model,
since there is just a single wage (or more precisely, since the average wage, the new hire wage,
and the allocative wage are all identical), the model is completely incapable of matching the
diﬀerential patterns of wages in the data. We see that the impulse responses for the three
concepts of the wage are identical in each model. As usual, the UCL in the model is the
allocative wage, but with constant wage negotiation and no composition bias, AHE and the
NHW are identical to the UCL. Thus, in this set of models there is a single unambiguous wage
response to a monetary shock.
In the sticky-price model with flexible wages, the wage declines sharply (thus, it is “procyclical” in the sense that it moves in the same direction as output does following the monetary
shock). The wage decline qualitatively matches the responses of the NHW and UCL, but does
not match the fact that AHE responds much less. On the other hand, the model with sticky
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wages and flexible prices shows a mild countercyclical response of the wage to a monetary
shock, for the same reasons that Keynes’s (1936) model in the General Theory predicted high
real wages in recessions. Finally, note that the model with equal (and high) price and wage
rigidity shows that the real wage is basically acyclical in the wake of a monetary policy shock.
One might summarize the three models by saying that in the model with price rigidity firms
are oﬀ their labor demand curves but workers are on their labor supply curves, so real wages
are procyclical. The situation is reversed in the model with sticky wages, so real wages are
countercyclical. (However, the assumption of variable capital utilization flattens the labor
demand curve significantly, so the degree of countercyclicality is modest.) Finally, with both
sticky wages and prices, both workers and firms are oﬀ their notional supply and demand
curves in the labor market, and the real wage has no clear cyclical pattern. Note that the
wage response in this variant of the model is qualitatively consistent with the empirical response of AHE. Hence, it is clear why modelers who interpret AHE as the allocative wage
have been led towards models with both wage and price rigidity, as in CEE.
Starting from the baseline model above, we now consider the eﬀects of implicit contracting
and composition bias on model predictions for our three wage measures. In the following
discussion, we consider models with sticky prices and flexible wages only. We do this both
to conserve space and also because the sticky wage models typically have simulated wage
paths that are either sharply counterfactual (i.e., there are sharp increases in wage payments
following a negative monetary shock) or wage paths that are acyclical which, while matching
the observed behavior of average hourly earnings, fail to match the responses of new hire
wages and the UCL.
We begin by examining the role of implicit contracting. Starting with the baseline model
above, we consider the eﬀects of gradually reducing the parameter  from its initial value
of 1.00. When   1, the remitted wage is changed infrequently even though the allocative
wage (the UCL) is fully flexible, since in this model we assume no wage rigidity. While the
UCL is free to react to changing economic conditions, other measures of the wage–AHE and
the NHW–change by substantially less than the UCL. The results are shown in Figure 6.
Note that the results for  = 1 reproduce the sticky-price impulse responses of the previous
figure. As discussed in Section 3, Barattieri et al. (2014) find that  = 021 is the approximate
frequency of changes in remitted wages observed in micro wage data. We include  = 050
as an intermediate case. Note that the three impulse responses are identical for the UCL —
the allocative wage is unaﬀected by the value of . However,   0 implies the existence of
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implicit contracts, which makes the three wage measures diﬀer in their responses to monetary
policy shocks. Particularly interesting is the result for the measured value of  = 021. For
this value of , the allocative wage falls sharply, the wage for new hires falls less, and average
hourly earnings fall only slightly. The pattern of wage responses for the three wage measures
relative to the output response bears a strong qualitative resemblance to the empirical impulse
responses. This observation leads us to conclude tentatively that the evidence suggests that a
model with sticky prices, flexible wages, and a significant role for implicit wage contracts has
the best chance of matching the data.
Figure 7 shows the impulse response function for the model with composition bias eﬀects.
Endogenous composition adjustment has two separate eﬀects on the responses of wages to
monetary (and non-monetary) shocks. First, by introducing a diﬀerence between the average labor compensation of employed workers and the labor compensation for the “marginal”
workers, composition adjustments cause average hourly earnings to be less responsive than the
user cost of labor which holds labor force composition fixed. The magnitude of this diﬀerential
is given by the ratio ( − 1)  in equation (10) where  ≥ 1 is the steady state ratio
of the eﬀective labor supply to hours worked or equivalently,  is the ratio of average labor
compensation to wages paid to marginal workers. In a model without endogenous composition
adjustment, this ratio is 1 and there are no eﬀects of composition bias on measured wages. If
  1 then average wages move by less than the user cost.
The second eﬀect of compositional changes is that the eﬀective labor supply elasticity in
such an environment is strictly less than the individual labor supply elasticities. The reason for
this is that expanding employment means hiring workers who are increasingly less productive.
The magnitude of this eﬀect is governed by the inverse density of types at the productivity
cutoﬀ  (1)−1 . In a typical model in which all workers are the same,  (1) = ∞ (i.e., there is a

mass point at the common productivity 1) and thus  (1)−1 = 0. If the density of types at the
cutoﬀ is smooth however,  (1)−1 is greater than 0 indicating that hiring more workers requires

lowering the marginal productivity. If  (1)−1 is large then expanding the workforce requires
tolerating much lower productivity workers and thus the eﬀective labor supply elasticity is
substantially lower.
We consider three diﬀerent model specifications in Figure 7. First we report the response
for the standard model (the thin solid line) without composition bias. The dashed line reports
the impulse responses for a model with an “intermediate” degree of composition bias. For
this specification we consider a case with  = 20 (so the average worker is paid twice as
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much as the marginal worker) and −1 (1) = 200. The dotted line reports the responses for a
“high” degree of composition bias in which  = −1 (1) = 400. The figure displays both of
the eﬀects mentioned above. Notice in particular that the specifications with composition bias
feature notably sharper reductions in wages. This is because, in the sticky-price environment,
output, and thus labor, is eﬀectively demand determined. Given demand, the firms simply
hire or fire as many workers as necessary to increase or decrease production. Since the eﬀective
labor supply elasticity is reduced by the compositional adjustments, the wages must fall by
more. Also, notice that the reduction in average hourly earnings is less than the decline in
the user cost. This is a direct consequence of   1: exactly the eﬀect highlighted in Solon,
Barsky and Parker (1994).
Figure 8 considers the baseline model with both implicit wage smoothing contracts and
a modest amount of composition bias. For this simulation, we set  = 021 as suggested
by Barattieri et al. (2014) and we adopt the intermediate composition bias specification,
 =  (1)−1 = 20
As we did in Figure 5, Figure 8 shows the impulse responses under the assumption of pure
sticky prices (solid line), pure sticky wages (dashed line) and a specification with both sticky
prices and sticky wages (dotted line). Based on this simulation, the sticky price specification
seems to outperform both of the other cases. In the sticky wage case and the specification
with both types of nominal rigidities, average hourly earnings rise noticeably following the
monetary contraction, while the sticky price model is surprisingly close to the actual point
estimates from the SVAR impulse response, which show a slight decline. While still not
matching the shape of the dynamic responses to the new hire wage or the user cost of labor,
the model responses are quantitatively close. The model predicts a maximum decline in the
new hire wage of roughly 0.50 percent and a maximum decline in the user cost of labor of 0.70
percent. In comparison, the SVAR estimates a decline in the new hire wage of roughly 0.70
percent and a decline in the user cost of almost 0.80 percent. The simulated responses for the
other two model specifications display much smaller movements of either the new hire wage
or the user cost (in all cases, the peak declines are less than 0.10 percent).
The main problem with the impulse responses of the sticky-price model relative to the data
is the lack of persistence of output following a monetary contraction. Output in the model
attains its maximum response three quarters after the shock, as opposed to six quarters in
the data. The new hire wage and the user cost of labor hit their troughs at the same time as
output, meaning that they display a phase shift relative to the empirical impulse responses.
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Thus, we conjecture that a more persistent behavior of real variables after a monetary shock
would bring the model and the data into closer alignment.
At the same time, it is easy to see why the model lacks persistence. Models such as
CEE use sticky wages as an important persistence mechanism, but as Figure 8 shows, allocative wage stickiness is inconsistent with the observed behavior of the UCL following a
monetary contraction. Thus, our preferred model specification with sticky prices and flexible
wages is missing one of the key propagation mechanisms featured in many standard mediumscale DSGE models in the literature. An important agenda for future research is to find new
propagation mechanisms for sticky-price models to replace the assumption of sticky allocative
wages, which seems to be fundamentally inconsistent with the data.

7

Conclusion

Recent empirical studies suggest that the cyclicality of real wages is greater than conventional
wisdom would suggest. The literature emphasizes two reasons for this enhanced cyclicality.
First, endogenous changes in the composition of the workforce mechanically causes average
hourly wage payments to understate the change in wages relative to wage changes holding
workforce composition fixed. Second, there are indications that the allocative wage — the
wage that governs hours worked and that firms internalize when making production and
pricing decisions — may not equal the contemporaneous remitted wage. In particular, firms and
workers may well have an implicit understanding that the remitted wage will be a smoothed
version of the expected allocative wage. By estimating the expected present value of wage
payments, one can construct a “user cost of labor,” which should measure the underlying
allocative wage.
In this chapter, we have reproduced and extended the key empirical results in Kudlyak’s
(2014) work. Our empirical analysis confirms her calculations for the cyclicality of the allocative wage. In addition, the NLSY also allows us to decompose the cyclical response of
wages by controlling separately for compositional changes and at the same time controlling
for the wage smoothing eﬀects of implicit contracts. The data suggest that while compositional changes contribute significantly to the dynamics of average hourly earnings, the eﬀects
of implicit contracts and wage smoothing are even greater.
Using the annual estimates of the user cost of labor and the new hire wages from the
NLSY as a starting point, we extend the estimated series to a quarterly series and include the
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extended data in a structural VAR for the purposes of studying the reactions of real wages
to monetary shocks. The estimated structural VAR suggests that the user cost of labor and
new hire wages both decline sharply following a contractionary monetary shock. In contrast,
average hourly earnings–the usual measure of the wage in macroeconomic research–barely
respond to such shocks. Our model, if extended to allow for wage smoothing within long-term
worker-firm associations, can match the fact that average hourly earnings and even the wage
paid to new hires are significantly less cyclical than the allocative user cost of labor.
The diﬀerential reactions of these wage measures present two key challenges for prevailing
New Keynesian models of the monetary transmission mechanism. First, in most New Keynesian models, there is no conceptual diﬀerence between the allocative wage, the remitted wage,
and average hourly earnings. Thus, at a basic level, these models will not be able to match
the empirical findings we study. Second, to the extent that New Keynesian models include a
prominent role for sticky nominal wages, the models typically predict that either the allocative
wage will counterfactually rise in the wake of an increase in the policy rate or that wages will
not respond at all. Neither of these predictions would match our basic finding that allocative
wages appear to fall sharply after a monetary tightening.
Analysis of a medium-scale DSGE model suggests that successful models will emphasize
price rigidity rather than wage rigidity. In addition, to match the estimates in this chapter,
such models will likely allow for a relatively smooth remitted wage which is not allocative.
The wage data, therefore, favor the “old New Keynesian economics”–the early models of
Rotemberg (1982), Ball and Romer (1989), and Kimball (1995), which all assumed competitive
labor markets and flexible allocative wages–rather than the “new New Keynesian economics”
with allocative prices and wages both sticky, as in Blanchard and Kiyotaki (1987), Erceg,
Henderson and Levin (2000), Smets and Wouters (2007) and CEE.
We conclude by suggesting that research is needed on two fronts, one theoretical and
one empirical. The theoretical challenge arising from these results is the need to explain
the observed persistence of the real eﬀects of monetary shocks without being able to rely on
wage stickiness to temper the response of marginal cost to a monetary shock. Our estimates
suggest that real marginal cost, properly computed, is strongly procyclical.38 This conclusion,
if correct, casts doubt on the main persistence mechanism of medium-scale New Keynesian
38

This agrees with some, although not all, of the literature on the countercyclicality of the price markup,
which is of course just the inverse of real marginal cost. See for example, Rotemberg and Woodford (1999)
and Bils, Klenow and Malin (2014).
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models, such as CEE and Smets and Wouters (2007), which generally rely on assumptions that
make marginal cost acyclical. Thus, the problem facing monetary economics can be restated
as: Why do prices behave sluggishly, even though wages and hence marginal costs are strongly
procyclical?
This question was the focus of a major research program several decades earlier. Relative to
the research that took place in the 1980s, new observations on firm-level prices and quantities,
and the desire to have persistence mechanisms that are consistent with both time-dependent
and state-dependent pricing models, impose additional constraints on the proposed solutions.39
To use the language of Ball and Romer (1990), the search for “real rigidities” in price setting
must arrive at a satisfactory conclusion in order to make models of the monetary transmission
mechanism consistent with recent observations of the data.
The empirical challenge is to extend the measurement of real wage cyclicality to other data
sets and other countries. It would be particularly interesting to compare the results reported
here with similar calculations for the major continental European economies, or for the Euro
area as a whole. The labor market is one area where economists have argued that the diﬀerences between the U.S. and Europe are most pronounced. Galí (2016) follows in this tradition
by incorporating “hysteresis” eﬀects into a standard New Keynesian framework, arguing that
this modification is necessary to match the greater persistence of the unemployment rate in
Europe. Yet this change, where the unemployed exert little downward pressure on wages,
makes real wages even less sensitive to the business cycle than they are in the standard New
Keynesian models developed to explain U.S. macro data. Do European micro data indicate
that there is enormously more allocative wage rigidity in Europe than in the U.S.? Finding
out whether the answer is yes or no is clearly of first-order importance for understanding
cyclical fluctuations in these two major economies.

39

See, for example, Klenow and Willis (2016), Dotsey and King (2005), and Nakamura and Steinsson (2010).
Leahy (2011) and Nakamura and Steinsson (2013, Section 12) provide insightful discussions based on Ball and
Romer (1990).
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Table 1. Wage Change Frequency in SIPP Data

Hourly Workers [BBG (2014)]

Salaried Workers

0.565
0.120
0.211
17,148

0.721
0.061
0.209
21,947

Reported
Adjusted
Adjusted + Correction [GH (2010)]
Number of obs.

61

Table 2. Parameters for New Keynesian DSGE Model
Parameter

Value

Discount factor, annual (β)
Intertemporal elasticity of substitution (σ)
Frisch labor supply elasticity (η)
Depreciation rate, annual (δ)
Capital’s share (α)
Type-specific labor elasticity (ψ)
Type-specific product elasticity (ε)
Average duration of prices, quarterly ((1 − θp )−1 )
Average duration of wages, quarterly ((1 − θw )−1 )
Inflation indexing
Marginal cost of capital utilization (b00 (1)/b0 (1))
Investment adjustment cost (κ)
Habit weight (h)
Ratio of effective labor to total hours (LN )
Inverse density at unit productivity (ϕ(1)−1 )
Renegotiation rate, quarterly (s)

0.97
1.00
1.00
0.10
0.36
21.00
6.00
10.00
10.00
Yes
1.00
4.00
0.65
2.00
2.00
0.21

Table 3. Real Wage Cyclicality: Unemployment Rate
AHE-BLS
(1)
HP-filtered
Unemployment Rate
Observations

AHE-NLSY
Base
(2)

Controls
(3)

−0.507 −0.976 −1.185
(0.471 ) (1.530 ) (1.507 )
34

25

25

New Hire

UCL

(5)

(6)

Controls, FEs
(4)
−1.328
(1.623 )

−0.698 −5.818
(1.822 ) (2.079 )

25

Notes: OLS standard errors are in parentheses. Coefficients are multiplied by 100.
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25

27

Table 4. Real Wage Cyclicality: GDP
AHE-BLS

HP-filtered
GDP

AHE-NLSY

New Hire

UCL

(1)

Base
(2)

Controls
(3)

Controls, FEs
(4)

(5)

(6)

0.311
(0.353)

0.984
(1.093)

0.960
(1.082)

1.165
(1.161)

1.325
(1.287)

3.122
(1.351)

34

25

25

25

25

27

Observations

Notes: OLS standard errors are in parentheses.

Table 5. Real Wage Cyclicality Controlling for Match Quality: Unemployment Rate
AHE-BLS
Base
(2)

(1)
HP-filtered
Unemployment Rate

AHE-NLSY
Controls
(3)

−0.507 −1.039 −1.092
(0.471 ) (1.833 ) (1.729 )

Observations

34

25

New Hire

UCL

(5)

(6)

Controls, FEs
(4)
−1.294
(1.764 )

25

−0.691 −4.773
(1.851 ) (2.049 )

25

25

27

Notes: OLS standard errors are in parentheses. Coefficients are multiplied by 100.

Table 6. Real Wage Cyclicality Controlling for Match Quality: GDP
AHE-BLS

HP-filtered
GDP
Observations

AHE-NLSY

New Hire

UCL

(1)

Base
(2)

Controls
(3)

Controls, FEs
(4)

(5)

(6)

0.311
(0.353)

1.000
(1.682)

0.844
(1.568)

1.069
(1.631)

1.244
(1.311)

2.284
(1.336)

34

25

25

25

25

27

Notes: OLS standard errors are in parentheses.
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Fig. 1. Measures of the real wage.
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Fig. 2. Impulse responses to an identified monetary contraction: standard variables.
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Fig. 3. Impulse responses to an identified monetary contraction: real wage measures.
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Fig. 5. Wage dynamics in Baseline New Keynesian models.
Notes: Each panel reports the estimated impulse responses (heavy line) and model impulse responses to a 25 basis point shock to the
federal funds rate. The thin solid line displays the response of the baseline New Keynesian model with sticky prices but flexible wages.
The dashed line displays the response of the model with sticky wages but flexible prices, and the dotted line displays the responses of
the model with both sticky prices and sticky wages.
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Fig. 6. Implicit contracts in sticky price models.
Notes: Each panel reports the estimated impulse responses and model impulse responses to a 25 basis point shock to the federal funds
rate. The different lines correspond to different parameter values. In all cases, prices are sticky but wages are flexible. The thin solid
line displays the responses of the baseline model when remitted wages are reset with a quarterly probability (s) of 0.21 (roughly every
15 months). The dashed line displays results for the model with s = 0.50 and the dotted line displays results when s = 1.00 (continual
adjustment of the remitted wage).
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Fig. 7. Wage dynamics and composition bias in sticky price models.
Notes: Each panel reports the estimated impulse responses and model impulse responses to a 25 basis point shock to the federal funds
rate. The different lines correspond to different parameter values. In all cases, prices are sticky but wages are flexible. The thin solid
line displays the responses of the model with no composition bias ( LN = 1.00 and j-1 (1) = 0.0001 ). The dashed line displays results
for an intermediate level composition bias ( LN = 2.00 and j-1 (1) = 2.00 ). The dotted line displays results for high composition bias
( LN = 4.00 and j-1 (1) = 4.00 ).
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Fig. 8. Real wage dynamics in the modified model.
Notes: Each panel reports the estimated impulse responses (heavy line) and model impulse responses to a 25 basis point shock to the
federal funds rate. The parameter values for the model are set according to Table 2. We use s = 0.21 and the intermediate level of
composition adjustment ( LN = 2.00 and j-1 (1) = 2.00 ). The thin solid line displays the response of a model with sticky prices but
flexible wages. The dashed line displays the response of a model with sticky wages but flexible prices, and the dotted line displays the
responses of a model with both sticky prices and sticky wages.
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